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ORDINAL COMPACTNESS

PAOLO LIPPARINI

Abstract. We introduce a new covering property, defined in
terms of order types of sequences of open sets, rather than in terms
of cardinalities of families. The most general form of this compact-
ness notion depends on two ordinal parameters. In the particular
case when the parameters are cardinal numbers, we get back a
classical notion.

Generalized to ordinal numbers, this notion turns out to behave
in a much more varied way. We prove many nontrivial results of the
form “every rα, βs-compact space is rα1, β1s-compact”, for ordinals
α, β, α1 and β1, while only trivial results of the above form hold,
if we restrict to cardinals. Counterexamples are provided showing
that our results are optimal.

We present many examples of spaces satisfying the very same
cardinal compactness properties, but with a broad range of distinct
behaviors, with respect to ordinal compactness. A much more re-
fined theory is obtained for T1 spaces, in comparison with arbitrary
topological spaces. The notion of ordinal compactness becomes
partly trivial for spaces of small cardinality.

1. Introduction

The nowadays standard notion of compactness for topological spaces
is usually expressed in terms of cardinalities of open covers, and as-
serts that every open cover has a finite subcover. Since compact spaces
constitute a relatively special class, various weakenings have been ex-
tensively considered, the most notable being Lindelöfness (“any open
cover has a countable subcover”), and countable compactness (“any
countable open cover has a finite subcover”). Still more generally, final
κ-compactness asserts that any open cover has a subcover of cardinality  κ, and initial κ-compactness asserts that every open cover of cardi-
nality ¤ κ has a finite subcover. A vast literature exists on the subject:
see the surveys [Go, Ste, V3, V4], and, as a very subjective and partial
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choice, [BN, ScTa, ShTs, T] for more recent lines of research. See also
the references there.
In this note we extend the notion of cardinal compactness to ordinals,

that is, we take into account order types of families of coverings, rather
than just their cardinalities. Assuming the Axiom of Choice, each
cardinal can be seen as an ordinal, thus our notion is more general:
when a sequence is cardinal-like ordered, we get back the more usual
notions. On the contrary, and quite surprisingly, it turns out that
our ordinal generalization provides a much finer tuning of compactness
properties of topological spaces.

1.1. A first example: Lindelöf numbers. Before discussing the
most general version of our notion, let us exemplify it in the particular
case of Lindelöf numbers. Let us define the Lindelöf � cardinal of a
topological space X as the smallest cardinal λ such that every open
cover of X has a subcover of cardinality   λ (the superscript � is a
reminder that the more common definition asks just for a subcover of
cardinality ¤ λ. The present variant is more convenient here, since it
distinguishes between compactness and Lindelöfness). In other words,
the Lindelöf� cardinal of a topological space is the smallest cardinal λ
such that the space is finally λ-compact.
As an ordinal generalization of the above notion, let us define the

Lindelöf ordinal of a topological space X as the smallest ordinal α such
that, for every open cover of X whose elements are indexed by some
ordinal β, there exists some subset H of β such that H has order type  α, and the set of elements with index in H still constitutes a cover
of X . Thus we are dealing with covers taken in a certain (well) order
and, when dealing with subcovers, we want the order of the original
cover to be respected.
While the Lindelöf ordinal of a space clearly determines its Lindelöf�

cardinal, on the contrary, there are spaces with the same Lindelöf� car-
dinal, but with very different Lindelöf ordinals. As a simple example,
if κ is a regular uncountable cardinal, then κ, both with the discrete
topology, and with the order topology, has Lindelöf� cardinal κ�. On
the other hand, though κ� is also the Lindelöf ordinal of the former
space, the latter space has a much smaller Lindelöf ordinal, that is,
κ�ω (here and below, � denotes ordinal sum). Intermediate cases can
occur: for example, the disjoint union of two copies of κ with the order
topology has Lindelöf ordinal κ�κ�ω. We can also have κ� 1, κ� 2,
. . . as Lindelöf ordinals, but only in some pathological cases, and only
for spaces satisfying very few separation properties. More involved ex-
amples shall be presented in the body of the paper. Thus our ordinal
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generalization can be used to distinguish among spaces which appear
to be quite similar, as far as the cardinal notion is considered.
Imposing further conditions on a space provides some constraints on

its Lindelöf ordinal. For example, the Lindelöf ordinal of a countable
space is either ω1, or is ¤ ω � ω. For spaces of cardinality κ, there
are similar limitations, slightly more involved. Stronger restrictions
are obtained by imposing mild separation axioms. For example, the
Lindelöf ordinal of a T1 space (of any cardinality) is either ¤ ω, or¥ ω1. Actually, only ordinals of a very special form can both have
cofinality ω and be the Lindelöf ordinal of some T1 space (Corollary
6.11). We also show that, for arbitrary spaces, the Lindelöf ordinal of
a disjoint union is exactly determined by the Lindelöf ordinals of the
summands.
Summing up, the Lindelöf ordinal of a topological space appears

to be a quite fine measure of the compactness properties the space
satisfies. Moreover, there are interesting and deep connections between
the possible values the Lindelöf ordinal can take, and cardinalities and
separation properties of spaces.

1.2. rµ, λs-compactness (for cardinals). Now we proceed by con-
sidering more general forms of compactness. All the (cardinal) com-
pactness properties defined in the first paragraph of this introduction
can be unified in a single framework by introducing the following two-
cardinals property. For cardinals µ ¤ λ, a topological space is said
to be rµ, λs-compact if and only if every open cover by at most λ sets
has a subcover with   µ sets. Thus, for example, compactness is the
same as rω, λs-compactness, for every cardinal λ, and Lindelöfness isrω1, λs-compactness, for every cardinal λ. On the other hand, count-
able compactness is rω, ωs-compactness, and, more generally, initial
λ-compactness is rω, λs-compactness.
With a restriction on regular cardinals, and also in various equivalent

forms, the above two-cardinals version has been introduced in 1929 by
P. Alexandroff and P. Urysohn [AU]. For arbitrary cardinals, the very
exact form of the above definition seems to have first appeared in [Sm].
It has been studied by many people, sometimes under different names
and notations, and in several equivalent formulations. See a survey of
further related notions and results in [V2]. See also, e. g., [Ga, Li4, V1]
and references there for further information.
Apart from intrinsic interest, rµ, λs-compactness has proved useful

in many cases. Besides providing a common generalization of count-
able compactness, Lindelöfness, and so on, it exhibits a very interesting
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feature: rµ, λs-compactness is equivalent to rν, νs-compactness, for ev-
ery ν with µ ¤ ν ¤ λ. In particular, (full) compactness is equivalent
to rν, νs-compactness for every infinite cardinal ν, and Lindelöfness is
equivalent to rν, νs-compactness for every ν ¡ ω. In other words, we
can “slice” compactness into smaller pieces. This fact has found many
applications, mainly in view of the fact that, for ν regular, rν, νs-com-
pactness has many equivalent formulations, most notably in terms of
the existence of accumulation points of sets of cardinality ν. See [V1].
See also [Li2], where the above mentioned “slicing” procedure has found
another substantial application.
By the way, let us also mention that the notion of rµ, λs-compact-

ness has ostensibly inspired some further notions outside mainstream
general topology. Most notably, some of the earliest definitions of both
weakly and strongly compact cardinals were introduced as forms ofrκ, κs-compactness for certain infinitary languages [J, Chapters 17 and
20]. The exact topological content of these definitions later clearly
emerged: see [Cai2, Ma] for history, references, and for other notions
in Model Theory and Logic which have apparently been inspired byrµ, λs-compactness. Also the notion of a pµ, λq-regular ultrafilter, which
played some role in the evolution of Set Theory [CN], [KM, Section 13],
[J, p. 373], apparently originated in this stream of ideas.

1.3. The ordinal generalization. Motivated by the interest of (car-
dinal) rµ, λs-compactness, we started considering the possibility of an
ordinal generalization. Though initially misled by the observation that
“initial α-compactness” actually reduces to a cardinal notion (Corol-
lary 2.8), we soon realized that the more general notion of “two ordinals
compactness” is really new, as exemplified above in the particular case
of Lindelöf-like properties or, put in other words, final α-compactness.
In detail, if β and α are ordinals, let us say that a space X is rβ, αs-

compact if and only if every α-indexed open cover has a subcover in-
dexed by a set of order type   β (in the induced order).
Ordinal compactness, in the above sense, turns out to have some very

particular features. As in the case of cardinals, we can show that, also
for ordinals, rβ, αs-compactness is equivalent to rγ, γs-compactness, for
every ordinal γ with β ¤ γ ¤ α. However, the similarities essentially
stop here. Indeed, for µ �� λ infinite regular cardinals, rµ, µs-compact-
ness and rλ, λs-compactness are independent properties. On the other
hand, for ordinals, we have many results which tie together rβ, αs-com-
pactness and rβ 1, α1s-compactness, for various β, α, β 1 and α1. Just to
state some of the simplest relations, we have that, for α and β infinite
ordinals,
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(1) If β ¤ α, then rβ, αs-compactness implies rβ, α � 1s-compact-
ness.

(2) rβ � α, β � αs-compactness implies rβ � α � α, β � α � αs-
compactness.

(3) rα, αs-compactness implies both rβ�α, β�αs-compactness andrβ � α, β � αs-compactness.

However, not “everything” is provable, even for ordinals having the
same cardinality. Indeed, still presenting only some simple examples:

(4) rα � 1, α � 1s-compactness does not imply rα, αs-compactness,
in general.

(5) rκ� ω, κ� ωs-compactness does not imply rκ, κs-compactness,
in general.

(6) rκ�κ, κ�κs-compactness does not imply rκ �κ, κ �κs-compact-
ness, in general.

Thus, ordinal compactness is a highly nontrivial notion, in compar-
ison with cardinal compactness. Moreover, the ordinal compactness
properties of a topological space are deeply affected both by its car-
dinality and its separation properties. For example, for κ an infinite
regular cardinal, any counterexample to Clause (6) above must be of
cardinality ¡ κ. On the other hand, no T1 space can be a counterexam-
ple to Clause (4). Considering the compactness properties of disjoint
unions involves some problems on ordinal arithmetic which are not
completely trivial.
T1 spaces turn out to be a somewhat neat dividing line: many rather

odd counterexamples, possible in spaces lacking separation properties,
cannot be constructed using T1 spaces. Thus we provide a quite neat
theory for T1 spaces. In particular, in this respect, countable ordinals
behave very differently from uncountable ones. The compactness the-
ory for T1 spaces is trivial on countable ordinals; more generally, apart
from a few exceptions, the ordinal properties of a T1 space are “in-
variant” modulo intervals of countable length. Apparently, assuming
stronger separation axioms does not seem to modify the theory a lot;
at large, we get essentially the same results and counterexamples for T1

and for normal spaces. However, there is still room for the possibility
of some finer results holding only for normal spaces; this is left as an
open problem.

1.4. Synopsis of the paper. In summary, the paper is divided as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we introduce the main definition, together with some
relatively simple properties and a couple of equivalent reformulations.
Then we prove many results of the form “every rα, βs-compact space is
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paper. In Section 3 we then provide a lot of examples, showing thatrβ, αs-compactness, for α and β ordinals, provides a very fine tuning
of properties of open coverings: there are many spaces which show a
very differentiated behavior with respect to ordinals, but behave ex-
actly the same way, when α and β are taken to vary only on cardinals.
We also show that many of the results of Section 2 are the best possible
ones. The most basic examples are presented in Subsection 3.1; then
in Subsection 3.2 we discuss the behavior of ordinal compactness with
respect to disjoint unions, and show that many more counterexamples
can be obtained in such a way. We also introduce a generalized form
of infinite disjoint union with a partial compactification. Compactness
properties of disjoint unions are shown to be connected to some no-
tions in ordinal arithmetics related to natural sums of ordinals. Such
matters are clarified in detail in Subsection 3.3.
In Section 4 we show that many more implications between compact-

ness properties hold, for spaces of small cardinality; put in another way,
certain counterexamples can be constructed only by means of spaces
of sufficiently large cardinality. Such counterexamples are indeed pro-
vided in Section 5, where we give an exact characterization of those
pairs of ordinals α and β such that rα, αs-compactness implies rβ, βs-
compactness. In Section 6 we then get a more refined theory, which
holds for T1 spaces. For such spaces, rβ, αs-compactness becomes triv-
ial for countably infinite ordinals (Corollary 6.8). More generally, with
a few exceptions, ordinal compactness for T1 spaces is invariant modulo
intervals of countable length. Finally, Section 7 contains various quite
disparate remarks and problems. In particular, it introduces further
generalizations of ordinal compactness, and also discusses the possibil-
ity of a variant in a model theoretical sense.

The present note by no means exhausts all that can be said aboutrβ, αs-compactness. Furthermore, as we mentioned, the notion of rβ, αs-
compactness can be also generalized to different contexts.

2. Main definition and basic properties

In this section we introduce our main notion, and state some simple
properties. We compare it with the more usual notion which deals
only with cardinals; then we start proving results of the form “everyrβ, αs-compact space is rβ 1, α1s-compact”, for appropriate ordinals. For
cardinal compactness, only trivial results of the above kind hold. In
the subsequent sections we shall present counterexamples showing that
our results cannot be improved.
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Throughout, let α, β and γ be nonzero ordinals, and λ, µ be nonzero
cardinals. As custom, we shall assume the Axiom of Choice, hence we
can identify cardinals with initial ordinals.

Definition 2.1. If X is a nonempty set (usually, but not necessarily,
a topological space), and τ is a nonempty family of subsets of X , we
say that pX, τq is rβ, αs-compact if and only if the following condition
holds.
Whenever pOδqδPα is a sequence of members of τ such that

�
δPα Oδ �

X , then there is H � α with order type   β and such that
�

δPH Oδ �
X .
If there is no danger of confusion, we shall simply say X in place

of pX, τq. As usual, a sequence pOδqδPα of members of τ such that�
δPα Oδ � X shall be called a cover of X . A subcover of pOδqδPα is a

subsequence which itself is a cover.
By rβ, αq-compactness we mean rβ, α1s-compactness for all α1   α.

The notation is justified by Proposition 2.3(4) below. Another notation
for rβ, αq-compactness is rβ,  αs-compactness.
Finally, rβ,8q-compactness is rβ, αs-compactness for all ordinals α ¥

β.

When α and β are both cardinals, and X is a topological space
(τ being always understood to be the topology on X), we get back
the classical cardinal compactness notion of Alexandroff, Urysohn and
Smirnov [AU, Sm]. This is because, for λ a cardinal, having order type  λ is the same as having cardinality   λ.
Notice that we allow repetitions in pOδqδPα, that is, we allow the pos-

sibility that Oδ � Oδ1, for δ �� δ1. An equivalent and sometimes useful
definition in which (among other things) repetitions are not allowed is
given by Lemma 2.9. We have given the definition in the present form
since it appears somewhat simpler.

Remark 2.2. In the definition of rβ, αs-compactness, the assumption
that the sequence is indexed by elements in the ordinal α is only for
convenience. We get an equivalent definition by asking that, for every
well ordered set J of order type α, if pOjqjPJ is a cover of X , then there
is H � J such that the order type of H (under the order induced by
the order on J) is   β, and such that pOjqjPH is a cover of X .

Of course, rβ, αs-compactness is equivalent to the following condition
(just take complements!). Whenever pCδqδPα is a sequence of comple-
ments of members of τ , and

�
δPH Cδ �� H, for every H � α with order

type   β, then
�

δPα Cδ �� H.
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As we shall see below in Remarks 3.4 and 3.11, ordinal compactness is
actually a new notion, that is, it cannot be defined in terms of cardinal
compactness.
We first list some simple but useful properties of rβ, αs-compactness.

Proposition 2.3. Let α and β be nonzero ordinals.

(1) If β ¤ β 1 and α1 ¤ α then rβ, αs-compactness implies rβ 1, α1s-
compactness.

(2) rβ, αs-compactness is equivalent to rγ, γs-compactness for every
γ with β ¤ γ ¤ α.

(3) If β ¤ β 1 ¤ α, then X is rβ, αs-compact if and only if X is bothrβ, β 1q-compact and rβ 1, αs-compact.
(4) rβ, αq-compactness is equivalent to rγ, γs-compactness for every

γ with β ¤ γ   α.

Proof. (1) is trivial. If α1   α, add dummy elements at the top of
the sequence, for example, by adding new occurrences of one element
already in the sequence.
One implication in (2) is immediate from (1).
The converse is obtained by transfinite induction. Suppose that X

is rγ, γs-compact, for every γ with β ¤ γ ¤ α. We shall prove rβ, γs-
compactness, for every γ with β ¤ γ ¤ α, by induction on γ. The
induction basis γ � β is true by assumption. As for the induction
step, let β   γ ¤ α, and assume that X is rβ, γ1s-compact, for every γ1
with β ¤ γ1   γ. Let pOδqδPγ be a cover of X . By rγ, γs-compactness,pOδqδPγ has a subcover S whose index set has order type γ1   γ. If
γ1   β, we are done. Otherwise, by rβ, γ1s-compactness, and Remark
2.2, we get a subcover of S whose index set has order type   β, and
the item is proved.
(3) The only if condition is immediate from (1). For the converse,

notice that, again by (1), rβ, β 1q-compactness implies rγ, γs-compact-
ness for every γ with β ¤ γ   β 1, and that rβ 1, αs-compactness impliesrγ, γs-compactness for every γ with β 1 ¤ γ ¤ α.
Thus we get rγ, γs-compactness, for every γ with β ¤ γ ¤ α, hencerβ, αs-compactness, by (2).
(4) is immediate from (2). �

Remark 2.4. When α, β, α1 . . . are restricted to vary only on cardinals,
rather than ordinals, Proposition 2.3 still holds, with the same proof. In
fact, for infinite cardinals, (1) and (2) are classical results about rµ, λs-
compactness. Again for infinite cardinals, it is well known (and easy
to prove) that, for topological spaces, rcf µ, cf µs-compactness implies
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given in Corollary 2.6(8).
For infinite regular cardinals, there is no other nontrivial implication

between rµ, λs-compactness and rµ1, λ1s-compactness, except for those
which follow immediately from the above mentioned facts. Indeed, if
λ is a regular infinite cardinal, then λ, with the order topology, is notrλ, λs-compact, but it is rµ, µs-compact for every infinite cardinal µ ��
λ. Hence, if µ ¤ µ1 are infinite cardinals, then λ with the order topology
is rµ, µ1s-compact if and only if λ R rµ, µ1s. (Here and in what followsrµ, µ1s shall denote the interval consisting of those ordinals δ such that
µ ¤ δ ¤ µ1.) More generally, the exact ordinal compactness properties
of λ (with various topologies) shall be determined in Example 3.2.
Contrary to the case of cardinal compactness, and quite surprisingly,

there are many nontrivial “transfer properties” for ordinal compact-
ness, relating rβ, αs-compactness and rβ 1, α1s-compactness, for various
β, α, β 1 and α1. The next proposition and its corollary list some simple
relations. More significant results along this line, and some character-
izations shall be proved in Section 5.

Proposition 2.5. Suppose that β, α, β 1 and α1 are nonzero ordinals,
and that there exists an injective function f : α1 Ñ α such that, for
every K � α with order type   β, it happens that f�1pKq has order
type   β 1.
Then rβ, αs-compactness implies rβ 1, α1s-compactness.
The assumption that f is injective can be dropped in the case of

topological spaces (or just assuming that τ is closed under unions).

Proof. Suppose that pX, τq is rβ, αs-compact, and let f be given satis-
fying the assumption. Let pOδqδPα1 be a cover of X , and let pUεqεPα be
defined by Uε � Oδ, if fpδq � ε, and arbitrarily, if ε is not in the image
of f . The definition is well posed, since f is injective. Let α2 be the
order type of fpα1qpUεqεPfpα1q is still a cover of X , hence, by rβ, α2s-compactness (which
follows from rβ, αs-compactness, by Proposition 2.3(1)), and by Re-
mark 2.2, there is K � α of order type   β and such that pUεqεPK
still covers X . If we put H � f�1pKq, then, by assumption, H has
order type   β 1; moreover, pOδqδPH is a cover of X , hence rβ 1, α1s-
compactness is proved.
In case τ is closed under unions, and f is not injective, define Uε ��
fpδq�ε Oδ, and the same argument carries over. �

In what follows, if not otherwise specified, the operation � will de-
note ordinal sum. That is, α�β is the order type of the order obtained
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by attaching a copy of β “at the top” of α. Similarly, � denotes ordinal
product.
The next corollary provides a sample of results that can be proved

about the relationship between rβ, αs-compactness, and rβ 1, α1s-com-
pactness, for various ordinals. Most of them shall be used in the rest
of the paper.

Corollary 2.6. Supose that α, β and γ are nonzero ordinals, and λ,
and ν are cardinals.

(1) If β ¤ α, and α is infinite, then rβ, αs-compactness impliesrβ, α � 1s-compactness, hence also rβ, α � ns-compactness, for
each n   ω.

(2) If either γ or α is infinite, then rγ � α, γ � αs-compactness
implies rγ � α� α, γ � α� αs-compactness, hence also rγ � α �
n, γ � α � ns-compactness, for each n   ω.

(3) If β ¤ α, α is infinite, and λ � cf α, then rβ, αs-compactness
implies rβ, α� λ � ωq-compactness.

(4) If β ¤ λ, then rβ, λs-compactness implies rβ, λ�q-compactness.
(5) If β ¤ α � λ, and either cf α ¡ λ, or α can be written as a

limit of ordinals of cofinality ¡ λ, then rβ, α � λs-compactness
implies rβ, α� λ�q-compactness.

Suppose further that τ is closed under unions. Then:

(6) rα, αs-compactness implies rβ � α, β � αs-compactness.
(7) rα, αs-compactness implies rβ � α, β � αs-compactness.
(8) If cf α � ν is infinite, then rν, νs-compactness implies rα, αs-

compactness.

Proof. (1) In view of Proposition 2.3(1), and since β ¤ α, rβ, αs-com-
pactness implies rα, αs-compactness. In view of Proposition 2.3(3), it
is then enough to show that rα, αs-compactness implies rα� 1, α� 1s-
compactness.
The latter is proved by applying Proposition 2.5 to the function

f : α � 1Ñ α defined as follows.

fpεq � $'&'%0 if ε � α,

ε� 1 if ε   ω,

ε if ω ¤ ε   α.

(2) If α is finite, then γ is infinite, and the result follows from (1).
Otherwise, suppose that α � α1 � n, with α1 limit and n   ω.

Thus γ � α � α � γ � α1 � α1 � n. Consider the following function
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f : γ � α � αÑ γ � α.

fpεq � $''''''''&''''''''%
ε if ε   γ,

γ � 2m if ε � γ �m, with m P ω,

γ � α2 � 2m if ε � γ � α2 �m, with α2 limit   α1, m P ω,

γ � 2m� 1 if ε � γ � α1 �m, with m P ω,

γ � α2 � 2m� 1 if ε � γ � α1 � α2 �m, with α2 limit   α1, m P ω,

γ � α1 �m if ε � γ � α1 � α1 �m, with m   n.

It is easy to see that f is injective.
Suppose that K � γ�α � γ�α1�n, and K has order type   γ�α.

Then either (a) K X rγ � α1, γ � α1 � nq has order type   n, or (b)
K X rγ, γ � α1q has order type α�   α1, or (c) K X γ has order type
γ�   γ.
If (a) holds, then f�1prγ�α1, γ�α1�nqq has order type   n, hence

f�1pKq has order type   γ � α1 � α1 � n � γ � α � α. In case (b),
f�1prγ, γ�α1qq has order type ¤ α��α�, hence f�1pKq has order type¤ γ � α�� α� � n, which is strictly smaller than γ �α1 � α1 � n, since
α�   α1. Finally, we can suppose that we are in case (c), and both (a)
and (b) fail. Since K has order type   γ � α � γ � α1 � n and K X γ

has order type γ�   γ, then γ� � α   γ � α. This easily implies that
γ� � α � α   γ � α � α (for example, by expressing γ�, γ and α in
Cantor normal form). Since f is injective and, restricted to γ, is the
identity, then f�1pKq has order type ¤ γ� � α � α   γ � α� α.
We have proved that f�1pKq has order type   γ�α�α in all cases,

hence Proposition 2.5 can be applied.
(3) If cf α � 1, this follows from (1), hence let us suppose that

cf α ¥ ω.
By Proposition 2.3, it is enough to prove that if δ   λ �ω, then rα, αs-

compactness implies rα� δ, α� δs-compactness. Refining further, it is
enough to prove that
(*)
if δ ¤ λ, then rα, αs-compactness implies rα� δ, α � δs-compactness,

since then rα, αs-compactness implies rα� λ, α� λs-compactness, and
then we can proceed inductively, by applying the result with α � λ in
place of α, and then with α � λ� λ in place of α, and so on.
Hence, suppose that δ ¤ λ � cf α, and that rα, αs-compactness

holds. If δ � α ¡ α, then necessarily δ � cf α and α � pcf αq �m, for
somem   ω, and (*) follows from (2) with γ � 0. Otherwise, δ�α � α,
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hence we can define the following injective function f : α � δ Ñ α.

fpεq � #δ � ε if ε   α,

η if ε � α � η, for η   δ.

Now, if K � α has order type ζ   α, then f�1pKq has order type¤ ζ�δ, which is necessarily   α�δ, since δ ¤ cf α. Hence Proposition
2.5 can be applied in order to get (*).
(4) Again by Proposition 2.3, it is enough to prove that rλ, λs-com-

pactness implies rα, αs-compactness, for every α with |α| � λ. This is
accomplished by Proposition 2.5, letting f be any injection from α to
λ.
(5) As above, it is sufficient to prove that rα�λ, α�λs-compactness

implies rα� γ, α � γs-compactness, for every γ with |γ| � λ. Let g be
any injection from γ to λ, and apply Proposition 2.5 to the following
function f : α � γ Ñ α� λ.

fpεq � #ε if ε   α,

α � gpηq if ε � α� η, with η   γ.

If K � α � λ has order type   α � λ, then either K X α has order
type   α, or K Xrα, α�λq has order type   λ. In the latter case, and
since λ is a cardinal, we have that f�1pKq has order type ¤ α � γ1,
for some γ1 with |γ1|   λ, hence f�1pKq has order type   α � γ, since|γ| � λ.
On the other hand, if K X α has order type   α, then f�1pKq X α

has order type   α, since f is the identity on α. The assumptions on
α, and |γ| � λ then imply that f�1pKq has order type   α � γ.
(6) Apply the last statement in Proposition 2.5 to the function f :

β � α Ñ α defined by

fpεq � #0 if ε   β,

η if ε � β � η, with η   α.

(7) Apply the last statement in Proposition 2.5 to the function f :
β � αÑ α defined by fpεq � ζ if ε � β � ζ � η, for some η   β.
(8) Let pγηqηPν be a sequence cofinal in α of order type ν. Define

f : αÑ ν by fpεq � inftη P ν | ε   γηu, and apply Proposition 2.5. �

Example 2.7. As suggested by Corollary 2.6 (6)-(8), the relationships
between various ordinal compactness properties change according to
whether τ is required or not to be closed under unions. For example,
if λ ¡ µ are infinite cardinals, then every rµ, µs-compact topological
space is rλ�µ, λ�µs-compact, by Corollary 2.6(6). On the other hand,
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if X � pλ � µ, τq, where τ � tr0, βq | β P λu Y trλ, λ � γq | γ P µu,
then X is trivially rµ, µs-compact (since it has no cover of cardinality
µ), but it is not rλ� µ, λ� µs-compact. This is an example of a more
general fact: see Corollary 5.6. See also Example 4.4.

We shall see in Sections 3 and 5 that rβ, αs-compactness is very
far from being a trivial notion. However, Corollary 2.6(4) implies thatrβ, αs-compactness becomes partly trivial for intervals containing a car-
dinal.

Corollary 2.8. If α is infinite, and β ¤ |α|, then the following prop-
erties are equivalent.

(1) rβ, |α|s-compactness.
(2) rβ, |α|�q-compactness.
(3) rβ, αs-compactness.

In particular, if µ ¤ λ are infinite cardinals, then rµ, λs-compactness
is equivalent to rµ, λ�q-compactness.

Proof. (1) ñ (2) is from Corollary 2.6(4).
(2) ñ (3) and (3) ñ (1) are immediate from Proposition 2.3(1). �

In particular, “initial α-compactness”, that is, rω, αs-compactness,
does become trivial, in the sense that it actually reduces to cardinal
compactness, in fact, to rω, |α|s-compactness.
The next Lemma gives a somewhat useful equivalent formulation ofrβ, αs-compactness. It states that it is enough to take into account only

covers which are made of “irredundant” elements.

Lemma 2.9. Let X be a nonempty set, τ be a nonempty family of
subsets of X, and β, α be nonzero ordinals.
Then pX, τq is rβ, αs-compact if and only if the following condition

holds.
Whenever α� ¤ α, and pOδqδPα� is a sequence of members of τ such

that

(1)
�

δPα� Oδ � X, and
(2) for every δ   α�, Oδ is not contained in

�
ε δ Oε,

then there is H � α� with order type   β and such that
�

δPH Oδ � X.

Proof. The “only if” part follows trivially from Proposition 2.3(1).
Conversely, suppose that pOδqδPα is a cover of X . Let K � tδ P α |

Oδ is not contained in
�

ε δ Oεu. Clearly, pOδqδPK is still a cover of X .
Let α� be the order type ofK, and let f : α� Ñ K be the order preserv-
ing bijection. Applying the assumption to the sequence pOfpγqqγPα� , we
get H � α� with order type   β, such that

�
γPH Ofpγq � X . This
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means that pOδqδPfpHq is a cover of X indexed by a set of order type  β. In particular, it is a subcover of pOδqδPα thus rβ, αs-compactness
is proved. �

3. First examples

In this section we provide many examples showing that ordinal com-
pactness is not a “trivial” notion. In particular, it cannot be reduced to
cardinal compactness. We also show that many of the results proved
in Corollary 2.6 are the best possible ones, in the general case. On
the contrary, we shall show in Section 6 that certain results can be
improved if we just assume that we are dealing with a T1 topological
space.
In subsection 3.1 we endow cardinals with several topologies, and

characterize exactly the ordinal compactness properties they share.
Then in Subsection 3.2 we give detailed results about compactness
properties of disjoint unions, and show that taking disjoint unions is a
very flexible way to get more counterexamples. Examples of a different
kind shall be presented in Section 5.
Finally, in Subsection 3.3 we discuss the technical notion of a shifted

sum of two ordinals, introduced in connection with compactness prop-
erties of disjoint unions.

3.1. Basic examples.

Definition 3.1. We shall endow cardinals with several topologies.
As usual, the discrete topology d (on any set) is the trivial topology

in which every subset is open.
The initial interval topology iit on some cardinal λ is the topology

whose open sets are the intervals of the form r0, βq, with β ¤ λ.
The order topology ord on some cardinal λ is the more usual topology;

a base for this topology is given by the intervals pα, βq (α   β ¤ λ),
and r0, βq (β ¤ λ).

Examples 3.2. Let λ be any cardinal, and κ be an infinite regular car-
dinal.

(1) pλ, dq is rλ�,8q-compact, and not rα, αs-compact, for every
nonzero α   λ�.

(2) pκ, iitq is not rκ, κs-compact, but it is rκ � 1,8q-compact, andr2, κq-compact.
(3) If κ ¡ ω, then pκ, ordq is a normal topological space which isrκ � ω,8q-compact, rω, κq-compact, and not rκ � n, κ � ns-

compact, for each n P ω.
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Proof. (1) is trivial.
(2) The sequence r0, βqβ κ itself proves rκ, κs-incompactness, since κ

is an infinite regular cardinal.
On the other hand, let pOδqδPα be a cover of pκ, iitq. If Oδ � κ, for

some δ P α, then clearly tOδu itself is a one-element subcover.
Suppose otherwise. Since κ is regular, then necessarily α ¥ κ, and

our aim is to extract a subcover of order type ¤ κ. In fact, the subcover
will turn out to be of order type exactly κ.
By Lemma 2.9, the result follows from the particular case in which

the cover pOδqδPα has the additional property that, for every δ   α,
Oδ is not contained in

�
ε δ Oε. Suppose that the above condition is

satisfied. Since each Oδ has the form r0, βδq, for some βδ   κ, then, by
the above condition, βδ   βδ1 , for all pairs δ   δ1   α.
Since pOδqδPα is a cover of κ, then supδ α βδ � κ. Thus, the sequencepβδqδ α is strictly increasing, and cofinal in κ, hence has order type κ,

since κ is a regular cardinal.
(3) Let pOδqδPα be a cover of pκ, ordq.
First, consider the case when some Oδ̄ contains an interval of the

form pε, κq, for some ε   κ. Since r0, εs is compact, it is covered by
a finite number of the Oδ’s. If we add Oδ̄ to these, we get a finite
subcover of κ, since κ � r0, εs Y pε, κq, hence the conclusion holds in
this case.
So we can suppose that no Oδ contains an interval of the form pε, κq,

thus necessarily α ¥ κ, since κ is regular. Since pOδqδPα is a cover,
and each Oδ is a union of intervals, we have that, for every β P κ,
with β �� 0, there is an interval Iβ � pεβ, φβq, with εβ   φβ   κ, such
that β P Iβ, and Iβ � Oδpβq, for some δpβq P α. For every nonzero
β P κ, choose some Iβ and some δpβq P α as above. The function
f : κzt0u Ñ κ defined by fpβq � εβ is regressive, hence constant on a
set S stationary in κ, say, fpβq � ε̄, for β P S.
Let D � tδ P α | δ � δpβq, for some β P Su. For δ P D, let

ηδ � suptη   κ | Oδ � pε̄, ηqu, and let Jδ � pε̄, ηδq. Thus, Oδ � Jδ,
for δ P D. Moreover, Iβ � Jδpβq, for β P S, since, if β P S, thenpε̄, φβq � Iβ � Oδpβq. We now show that pJδqδPD is a cover of pε̄, κq.
Indeed, since S is stationary, in particular, cofinal, then, for every β 1
with ε̄   β 1   κ, there is β ¡ β 1, such that β P S, thus β 1 P Iβ, since
ε̄   β 1   β P Iβ � pεβ, φβq, hence β 1 P Jδpβq � Iβ.
Since pε̄, κq is order-isomorphic to κ, and, through this isomorphism,

the Jδ’s correspond to open sets in the iit topology, we can apply (2)
in order to get a subset E � D � α such that E has order type ¤ κ,
and pJδqδPE covers pε̄, κq. Hence also pOδqδPE covers pε̄, κq.
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Since κ � r0, ε̄s Y pε̄, κq, and r0, ε̄s is compact, it is enough to add
to E a finite number of elements from the original sequence pOδqδPα,
in order to get a cover of the whole κ. Since we have added a finite
number of elements to a sequence of order type ¤ κ, we get a cover
of κ which has order type   κ � ω, and which is a subsequence of the
original sequence. Thus, we have proved rκ� ω, αs-compactness.
In order to finish the proof, we have to show that, for each n P ω,pκ, ordq is not rκ�n, κ�ns-compact. An easy counterexample is given

by the sequence pOδqδPκ�n defined by

Oδ � #rn, n� δq if δ   κ,tmu if δ � κ�m, with m   n �

The situation appears in a clearer light if we introduce an ordinal
variant of the Lindelöf number of a space.

Definition 3.3. The Lindelöf ordinal of pX, τq is the smallest ordinal
α such that pX, τq is rα,8q-compact.
Compare the above definition with the classical notion of the Lindelöf

number of a topological space X , which is the smallest cardinal µ such
that X is rµ�,8q-compact (the Lindelöf number is a distinct notion
from the Lindelöf � cardinal defined in the introduction.)

Thus, the Lindelöf number µ of X is determined by its Lindelöf
ordinal α. Indeed, µ is the predecessor of α, if α is a successor cardinal,
and µ � |α| otherwise. On the other hand, in general, the Lindelöf
ordinal cannot be determined by the Lindelöf numbers, as shown by
Example 3.2. Indeed, taking λ � κ regular and uncountable, all the
spaces in Examples 3.2 have Lindelöf number equal to κ, however,
their Lindelöf ordinals are, respectively, κ�, κ � 1, and κ � ω. Other
possibilities for the Lindelöf ordinal are presented in Examples 3.10,
3.11 and 3.12. On the other hand, restrictions on the possible values
Lindelöf ordinals can assume are given in Corollary 4.8 for spaces of
small cardinality, and in Corollary 6.11 for T1 spaces.

Remark 3.4. Examples 3.2 also show that ordinal compactness cannot
be determined exclusively by the cardinal compactness properties en-
joyed by some space. For example, X1 � pω, iitq is rω� 1,8q-compact,
hence, by Proposition 2.3(1), it is rα, αs-compact, for every ordinal
α ¡ ω. On the other hand, X2 � pω, dq is rω1,8q-compact, but notrα, αs-compact, for every countable ordinal α. Thus, X1 and X2 arerλ, µs-compact exactly for the same pairs of infinite cardinals λ and µ,
but there are many ordinals α for which X1 is rα, αs-compact, but X2

is not.
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Example 3.11 below furnishes two normal topological spaces which
are rλ, µs-compact exactly for the same pairs of cardinals λ and µ, no
matter whether finite or infinite, but not rα, αs-compact for the same
ordinals.

3.2. Disjoint unions. In order to refine Examples 3.2, we need some
definitions.

Definition 3.5. If X1 and X2 are sets, with τ1, τ2 respective families of
subsets, the disjoint union pX1 �YX2, τq of pX1, τ1q and pX2, τ2q is a set
X1 �YX2 obtained by taking the union of disjointed copies of X1 and X2,
with τ being the family of all subsets of X1 �YX2 which either belong to
(the copy of) τ1, or belong to τ2, or are the union of a set in τ1 and a
set in τ2. Of course, in the case when X1 and X2 are topological spaces,
we get back the usual notion of disjoint union in the topological sense.

Definition 3.6. If α and β are ordinals, we say that some ordinal γ
is a shifted sum of α and β if and only if γ � I Y J , for some (not
necessarily disjoint) subsets I, J � γ such that I has order type α and
I has order type β.
Trivially, both α � β and β � α are shifted sums of α and β. The

(Hessenberg) natural sum α ` β is the largest possible shifted sum of
α and β. This is immediate from [Car, Theorem 1, I, II], where the
Hessenberg natural sum is denoted by σpα, βq, and follows also from
Proposition 3.16 below.
However, there are other possibilities for shifted sums. For example,

ω1 � ω is a shifted sum of ω1 and ω � ω. A quite involved formula for
determining all the possible shifted sums of α and β shall be obtained
in Proposition 3.16, by expressing ordinals in additive normal form.
The complication arises from the fact that, say, though both ω3�ω�1
and ω3�ω2� 1 are shifted sums of α � ω3�ω and β � ω2� 1, on the
contrary ω3 � 1 is not a shifted sum of α and β.
If α and β are ordinals, we denote by α �� β the smallest ordinal δ

larger than all the shifted sums of α1 and β 1, for α1   α and β 1   β.
Alternatively, α �� β can be defined as supα1 α,β1 β α

1 ` β 1 � 1.

We shall also need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that γ is a shifted sum of α and β, that is,
γ � I Y J , with I having order type α and J having order type β.
Then the following additional property is satisfied. Whenever I� � I

has still order type α, and J� � J has still order type β, then I� Y J�
has still order type γ.
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Proof. Express γ in additive normal form as

γ � ωηh � ωηh�1 � � � � � ωη1 � ωη0 ,

for some integer h ¥ 0, and ordinals ηh ¥ ηh�1 ¥ � � � ¥ η1 ¥ η0.
Put γh�1 � 0 and, for i � 0, . . . , h, put

γi � ωηh � ωηh�1 � � � � � ωηi�1 � ωηi.

Consider the intervals Ki � rγi�1, γiq, for i � 0, . . . , h. Clearly, each
Ki has order type ωηi . Moreover, γ is the disjoint union of the Ki’s.
Fix some ı̄. Since γ � I Y J , then Kı̄ � pI XKı̄q Y pJ XKı̄q. Since

Kı̄ has order type ωηı̄, then, by an easy property of such exponents,
either I X Kı̄ or J X Kı̄ has order type ωηı̄ (this is similar to, e. g.,
Hilfssatz 1 in [Lä]). Suppose that, say, Iı̄ � I X Kı̄ has order type
ωηı̄. Let I � I X pKh Y � � � YKı̄�1q, and I� � I X pKı̄�1 Y � � � YK0q,
and let α, α� be their respective order types. Since γ is the union
of the Ki’s, then I � I Y Iı̄ Y I�. Because of the relative way the
elements of the Ki’s are ordered in γ, we have that α � α � ωηı̄ � α�.
Notice that α�   ωηı̄�1, since the order type of Ki�1 Y � � � Y K0 is
ωηi�1 � � � � � ωη0   ωηı̄ � ω � ωηı̄�1. Since I� � I, then the order types
of, respectively, I� X I, I� X Iı̄, and I� X I� are ¤ than, respectively,
α, ωηı̄, and α�. However, since both I� and I have order type α, then
necessarily I� X Iı̄ � I� X Kı̄ has order type ωηı̄, since otherwise the
order type of I� would be strictly smaller than α � α�ωηı̄�α�, since,
as we mentioned, α�   ωηı̄�1.
In a similar way, if J X Kı̄ has order type ωηı̄, then also J� X Kı̄

has order type ωηı̄. Since the above argument works for each i, we get
that, for each i � 0, . . . , h, either I� XKi or J

� XKi contribute to Ki

with order type ωηi, that is, pI� Y J�q XKi has order type ωηi . This,
together with the definition of the Ki’s, implies that I�Y J� has order
type γ. �

In the next lemma we characterize the compactness properties of
disjoint unions. The lemma has not the most general form possible,
but it is quite good for our purposes.

Lemma 3.8. Assume the notation in Definitions 3.5 and 3.6.

(1) Suppose that X1 is not rα, αs-compact, and X2 is not rβ, βs-
compact.

If γ is a shifted sum of α and β, then X1 �YX2 is not rγ, γs-
compact.

In particular, X1 �YX2 is neither rα� β, α� βs-compact, norrβ � α, β � αs-compact, nor rα ` β, α` βs-compact.
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(2) If X1 is rβ1, αs-compact, and X2 is rβ2, αs-compact, thenX1 �YX2

is rβ1 �� β2, αs-compact.

Proof. (1) Represent γ as I Y J as in the definition of a shifted sum,
with I of order type α and J of order type β, and let f1 : I Ñ α and
f2 : J Ñ β be the order preserving bijections.
Let pOδqδPα be a cover of X1 witnessing rα, αs-incompactness, and

let pPεqεPβ be a cover of X2 witnessing rβ, βs-incompactness.
For φ P γ, let Qφ � X1 �YX2 be defined by

Qφ � $'&'%Oδ if φ P IzJ and δ � f1pφq ,
Pε if φ P JzI and ε � f2pφq ,
Oδ Y Pε if φ P I Y J , δ � f1pφq, and ε � f2pφq.

By the definition of disjoint union, pQφqφPγ is a cover of X1 �YX2 with
elements in τ . Suppose that H � γ, and that pQφqφPH is still a cover
of X1 �YX2. Then it is easy to see that pOδqδPf1pHXIq is a cover of X1.
Since pOδqδPα witnesses the rα, αs-incompactness of X1, then f1pHX Iq
has order type α, hence also I� � H X I has order type α, since f1 is
an order preserving bijection. Similarly, J� � H X J has order type β.
By Lemma 3.7,H � HXγ � HXpIYJq � pHXIqYpHXJq � I�YJ�

has order type γ. Thus, pQφqφPγ is a counterexample to the rγ, γs-
compactness of X1 �YX2.
The last statement in (1) follows from the remarks in Definition 3.5.
(2) Let pOδqδPα be a cover of X1 �YX2.
Let I be the set of all δ P α such that either Oδ � Pδ, for some

Pδ P τ1, or Oδ � Pδ YQδ, for some (unique pair) Pδ P τ1 and Qδ P τ2.
Similarly, let J be the set of all δ P α such that either Oδ � Qδ, for
some Qδ P τ2, or Oδ � Pδ Y Qδ, for some Pδ P τ1 and Qδ P τ2. Notice
that I Y J � α, because of the definition of disjoint union.
Since pOδqδPα is a cover of X1 �YX2, then pPδqδPI is a cover of X1, and,

since I has order type ¤ α, then, by Remark 2.2, Proposition 2.3(1),
and the rβ1, αs-compactness of X1, there is I� � I such that I� has
order type β 1

1
  β1, and pPδqδPI� is still a cover of X1. Similarly, there

is J� � J such that J� has order type β 1
2
  β2, and pQδqδPJ� is a cover

of X2.
Let γ be the order type of I� Y J�. Then γ is a shifted sum of β 1

1

and β 1
2
, thus γ   β1 �� β2. Since pOδqδPI�YJ� turns out to be a cover

of X1 �YX2, the conclusion follows. �

Corollary 3.9. Suppose that the Lindelöf ordinal of X1 is β1, and that
the Lindelöf ordinal of X2 is β2. Then the Lindelöf ordinal of X1 �YX2

is β1 �� β2.
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Proof. The Lindelöf ordinal of X1 �YX2 is ¤ β1 �� β2, as an immediate
consequence of Lemma 3.8(2).
Hence, to prove equality, and in view of Proposition 2.3(2), we have

to show that, for every γ   β1�� β2, there is γ
2 with γ ¤ γ2   β1�� β2

and such that X1 �YX2 is not rγ2, γ2s-compact. Let γ   β1��β2. By the
definition of β1��β2, there are β

1
1
  β1, β

1
2
  β2, and γ1   β1��β2 such

that γ ¤ γ1 and γ1 is a shifted sum of β 1
1
and β 1

2
. By assumption, X1 is

not rβ 1
1
,8q-compact, hence, by Proposition 2.3(2), there is β2

1
¥ β 1

1
such

that X1 is not rβ2
1
, β2

1
s-compact, and necessarily β2

1
  β1. Similarly,

there is β2
2
such that X2 is not rβ2

2
, β2

2
s-compact, and β 1

2
¤ β2

2
  β2.

It follows trivially form the definition of a shifted sum, and from
β 1
1
¤ β2

1
and β 1

2
¤ β2

2
, that there is some shifted sum γ2 of β2

1
and β2

2

such that γ1 ¤ γ2. By Lemma 3.8(1), X1 �YX2 is not rγ2, γ2s-compact.
Since β2

1
  β1 and β2

2
  β2, then γ2   β1 �� β2. Thus γ

2 is an ordinal
as wanted. �

We are now ready to present many improvements of Examples 3.2.

Examples 3.10. Let κ be an infinite regular cardinal, and n P ω, n ¥ 2.

(1) If X is the disjoint union of two copies of κ with the initial
interval topology iit of Definition 3.1, then X is not rκ, κs-com-
pact, not rκ�1, κ�1s-compact, and not rκ�κ, κ�κs-compact,
but it is rκ � κ � 1,8q-compact, rκ � 2, κ � κq-compact, andr3, κq-compact. Thus X has Lindelöf ordinal (Definition 3.3)
κ� κ � 1.

(2) More generally, if X is the disjoint union of n copies of κ with
the initial interval topology, then X is not rκ, κs-compact, notrκ � κ, κ � κs-compact, . . . , not rκ � n, κ � ns-compact, but it isrκ � n � 1,8q-compact, rκ � n, κ � κq-compact, rκ � κ � n �
1, κ� κ� κq-compact, . . . , rκ � pn� 1q � 2, κ � nq-compact, andrn� 1, κq-compact. Its Lindelöf ordinal is κ � n� 1.

Example 3.11. Suppose that κ is regular and ¡ ω, let X1 � pκ, ordq,
and let X2 be the disjoint union of two copies of X1.
Then both X1 and X2 are rµ, λs-compact, for every pair of infinite

cardinals µ and λ such that either κ   µ ¤ λ, or ω ¤ µ ¤ λ   κ;
furthermore, both X1 and X2 are not rκ, κs-compact, and not rn, ns-
compact, for every positive integer n. Thus, X1 and X2 are rµ, λs-
compact exactly for the same pairs of cardinals µ and λ, whether finite
or not.
However, X1 is rκ�ω,8q-compact, while X2 is not even rκ�κ, κ�κs-

compact. Actually, X2 is not rκ� κ� n, κ� κ� ns-compact, for every
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n   ω, but it is rκ � ω, κ � κq-compact, and rκ � κ � ω,8q-compact.
Its Lindelöf ordinal is κ � κ� ω.

Example 3.12. Suppose that X1 is a nonempty set, and τ is a nonempty
family of subsets of X1. Suppose that X2 is a discrete topological space
of cardinality µ, and that X is the disjoint union of X1 and X2. Then
the following statements hold.

(1) If X1 is not rα, αs-compact, |β| ¤ µ, and γ is a shifted sum of
α and β, then X is not rγ, γs-compact.

(2) If X1 is rβ, αs-compact, then X is rβ �� µ�, αs-compact.

In particular, by adding a discrete finite set to Example 3.2(2), we
can get a rκ �m � 1,8q-compact space which is not rκ �m, κ �ms-
compact. Thus we can have κ �m � 1, as a Lindelöf ordinal of some
space. In a similar way, by starting with Example 3.10, we can have
κ � n�m� 1 as a Lindelöf ordinal.

Proofs. Almost everything in Examples 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 follows from
Proposition 2.3, Examples 3.2 and Lemma 3.8.
An exception is rκ�2, κ�κq-compactness in Example 3.10(1), which

is proved as follows. Let X be the disjoint union of two copies of pκ, iitq,
and consider an ordinal-indexed cover C ofX . By Example 3.2(2), there
is a subsequence of C which is a cover of the first copy of pκ, iitq and
either has order type κ, or consists of a single element, that is, has
order type 1. Similarly, there is a subsequence of C which is a cover of
the second copy and has the same possible order types. By joining the
above two partial subcovers, we get a cover of the whole of X , whose
order type is a shifted sum of β1 and β2, where the possible values
β1 and β2 are either κ or 1. Any such shifted sum, if   κ � κ, must
necessarily be ¤ κ � 1, from which rκ� 2, αs-compactness follows, for
every α with κ � 2 ¤ α   κ� κ.
The proofs of rκ� n, κ� κq-compactness, rκ� κ� n� 1, κ� κ� κq-

compactness, . . . in 3.10(2), and of rκ� ω, κ� κq-compactness in 3.11
are similar. �

Many other similar examples can be obtained by combining in vari-
ous ways the examples in 3.2 with Lemma 3.8. Further counterexam-
ples can be obtained by applying disjoint unions to the examples we
shall introduce in Definition 5.1.

Example 3.13. It is trivial to show that, for µ ¤ λ infinite cardinals, the
disjoint union of two topological spaces is rµ, λs-compact if and only if
the two spaces are both rµ, λs-compact (this also follows from Lemma
3.8).
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The space constructed in Example 3.11 shows that, for ordinals, the
disjoint union of two rβ, αs-compact spaces is not necessarily rβ, αs-
compact. Just take α � β � κ � κ, for some regular κ ¡ ω, and
consider the union of two disjoint copies of pκ, ordq.
One can also deal with the obviously defined notion of the disjoint

union of an infinite family. It appears to be promising also the pos-
sibility of considering a partial compactification of an infinite disjoint
union. This can be accomplished as follows.

Definition 3.14. Suppose that pXiqiPI is a family of nonempty sets
and, for each i P I, τi is a nonempty family of subsets of Xi. Suppose,
for sake of simplicity, that each τi contains the empty set.
The Frechet disjoint union pX, τq of pXi, τiqiPI is defined as follows.
Set theoretically, X � txu �Y�� iPI Xi is the union of (disjoint copies)

of the Xi’s, plus a new element x which belongs to no Xi.
The members of τ are those subsets O of X which have one of the

following two forms.

O �¤�
iPI Oi,

where Oi P τi, for every i P I, or

O � txu �Y¤�
iPI Oi,

where the Oi’s are such that, for some finite set F � I, it happens that
Oi P τi, for i P F , and Oi � Xi, for i P IzF .

The above definition appears to be interesting, in the present con-
text, since, as in Example 3.13, rβ, αs-compactness of a Frechet dis-
joint union is not necessarily preserved. However, (infinite) cardinal
compactness and many other topological properties are preserved, as
asserted by the next proposition.

Proposition 3.15. If pXiqiPI is a family of topological spaces, then
their Frechet disjoint union X � txu �Y�� iPI Xi is a topological space,
and is T0, T1, Hausdorff, regular, normal, rλ, µs-compact (for given
infinite cardinals λ and µ), has a base of clopen sets if and only if so
is (has) each Xi.

Proof. Straightforward. We shall comment only on regularity and nor-
mality. For these, just observe that if C is closed in X and C has
nonempty intersection with infinitely many Xi’s, then x P C. �

Notice that the spaces in Examples 3.2(2) and 3.10 satisfy very few
separation axioms. Indeed, just assuming that X is a T1 topological
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space, it is impossible to construct similar counterexamples. See Sec-
tion 6.
Curiously enough, Counterexample 3.10 cannot be generalized in a

simple way in order to get a space X which is not rκ �κ, κ �κs-compact,
but which is, say, rκ � κ� κ, κ � κ�κs-compact. Such a counterexample
exists (Remark 5.5), but we need a much more involved construction.
Indeed, if X is such a counterexample, then |X| ¡ κ, as we shall show
in the next section.

3.3. A note on shifted sums and mixed sums. We now give the
promised characterization of those ordinals γ which can be realized as
a shifted sum of two ordinals α and β.
Every ordinal γ can be expressed in a unique way in additive normal

form as

γ � ωηh � ωηh�1 � � � � � ωη1 � ωη0 ,

for some integer h ¥ 0, and ordinals ηh ¥ ηh�1 ¥ � � � ¥ η1 ¥ η0.
Hence to any ordinal γ we can uniquely associate the finite string σpγq
of ordinals in (not necessarily strictly) decreasing order ηhηh�1 . . . η1η0.
We are allowing the empty string, which is associated to the ordinal 0.
To every string of ordinals σ � ηhηh�1 . . . η1η0 we can associate the

ordinal δpσq � ωηh � ωηh�1 � � � � � ωη1 � ωη0. We are not necessarily
assuming that the ordinals in σ are in decreasing order. However, an
arbitrary string σ can be reduced to a string σr whose elements are
in (not necessarily strictly) decreasing order, by taking out from σ all
those elements which are followed from some strictly larger element.
Notice that, anyway, δpσrq � δpσq, since, for example, ωξ � ωξ1 �
ωξ1, if ξ   ξ1. In particular, if γ � δpσq, then σpγq � σr, since the
correspondence between ordinals and strings consisting of decreasing
ordinals is bijective.
We let � denote string juxtaposition.

Proposition 3.16. Suppose that α, β, γ are ordinals, and σpγq �
ηhηh�1 . . . η1η0. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) γ is a shifted sum of α and β.
(2) There are (possibly empty) strings σh, . . . , σ0 and σ1h, . . . , σ10

such that
(a) α � δpσh � σh�1 � � � � � σ0q,
(b) β � δpσ1h � σ1h�1

� � � � � σ1
0
q,

(c) for each i � 0, . . . , h, either σi � ηi, or σi is empty, or
every element of σi is   ηi,

(d) for each i � 0, . . . , h, either σ1i � ηi, or σ1i is empty, or
every element of σ1i is   ηi,
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(e) for each i � 0, . . . , h, either σi � ηi, or σ1i � ηi.
(3) Same as (2) with conditions (a) and (b) replaced by

(a1) σpαq � σh � σh�1 � � � � � σ0,
(b1) σpβq � σ1h � σ1h�1

� � � � � σ1
0
.

Proof. For i � 0, . . . , h, define the intervalsKi as in the proof of Lemma
3.7. Recall that each Ki has order type ω

ηi , that γ is the disjoint union
of the Ki’s, and that, for every i ¡ i1, each element of Ki precedes
every element of Ki1, in the ordering induced by the ordering on γ.
(1) ñ (2) By (1), γ � I Y J , for some I and J of order types,

respectively, α and β. For i � 0, . . . , h, let αi be the order type of IXKi,
thus α � αh � � � � � α0, by the above properties of the Ki’s. Put σi �
σpαiq. Then (a) is satisfied, since δpσh�� � ��σ0q � δpσhq�� � ��δpσ0q, and
since δpσpεqq � ε, for every ordinal ε. Moreover, (c), too, holds, since
the order type of αi is ¤ the order type of Ki, thay is, ωηi. Similarly,
letting βi be the order type of J XKi, and σ1i � σpβiq, we have that (b)
and (d) hold. Finally, as remarked in the proof of Lemma 3.7, since
Ki � pI XKiq Y pJ XKiq has order type ωηi , then either αi or βi has
order type ωηi, thus (e) holds.
(2)ñ (3) Observe that pσh � � � � �σ0qr � σ�h � � � � �σ�0 , for appropriate

strings σ�i , such that each σ�i is a substring of σi (however, it is not
necessarily the case that σ�i � σs

i ). Then, by the last remark before
the statement of the proposition, σpαq � pσh � � � � �σ0qr � σ�h � � � � �σ�0 .
Moreover, if the σi’s satisfy (c), then also the σ�i ’s satisfy (c), since we
are just taking out elements. Furthermore, if σi � ηi and (c) holds,
then this occurrence of ηi is not deleted in σ�i , since ηi ¥ ηi1 , for i ¡ i1.
By taking further strings σ1�i such that pσ1h � � � � � σ10qr � σ1�h � � � � � σ1�

0
,

and arguing as before, we get that the σ�i ’s and the σ1�i ’s witness (3).
(3) ñ (2) is trivial, since δpσpεqq � ε, for every ordinal ε.
(2)ñ (1) For i � 0, . . . , h, put αi � δpσiq and βi � δpσ1iq. By Clauses

(c)-(d), αi and βi are both ¤ ωηi . Let Ii be the initial segment of Ki of
order type αi, and Ji be the initial segment of Ki of order type βi. The
definition is well posed, since the order type of Ki is ωηi. By Clause
(e), IiYJi � Ki. If we put I � I0Y� � �Y Ih and J � J0Y� � �YJh, then
IYJ � K0Y� � �YKh � γ. Notice that, by the properties of the Ki’s, I
has order type αh�� � ��α0 � δpσhq� � � �� δpσ0q � δpσh � � � � �σ0q � α,
by Clause (a). Similarly, by Clause (b), J has order type β, thus we
are done. �

Notice that, given α and β, there is only a finite number of ordinals
γ which are shifted sums of α and β. Indeed, by Proposition 3.16, the
elements of σpγq are a (possibly proper) subset of the union of the sets
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of the elements of σpαq and of σpβq (counting multiplicities), and this
can be accomplished only in a finite number of ways.
On the other hand, given γ, it might be the case that γ can be

realized in infinitely many ways as a shifted sum. For example, for
every n   ω, ωω � 1 can be realized as the shifted sum of ωω and
ωn � 1.
Notice that γ is the natural sum α ` β of α and β if and only if a

representation as in Proposition 3.16 exists in such a way that, for each
i � 0, . . . , h, either σi � ηi and σ1i is empty, or σ1i � ηi and σi is empty.
The notion of a shifted sum is related to a known similar notion,

usually called mixed sum (Mischsumme, [N, Lä]). In our notation, γ
is a mixed sum of α and β if and only if and only γ can be realized
as a shifted sum of α and β as in Definition 3.6, with the additional
assumption that I X J � H.

Proposition 3.17. Under the assumptions in Proposition 3.16, we
have that γ is a mixed sum of α and β if and only if Condition (2)
(equivalently, Condition (3)) in 3.16 holds with the following additional
clause

(f) For each i � 0, . . . , h, if ηi � 0, then either σi or σ
1
i is the empty

string.

Proof. If γ is a mixed sum of α and β, then, in particular, it is a shifted
sum, hence the conditions in Proposition 3.16(2)(3) hold. In order to
prove (f), notice that, if γ is a mixed sum of α and β, and ηi � 0, then|Ki| � 1, hence either Ii or Ji is empty, since, in the present situation,
they are disjoint and contained in Ki, thus (f) follows.
It remains to show how to get disjoint Ii and Ji, for each i, in the

proof of (2) ñ (1) (hence we get disjoint I and J , since the Ki’s are
pairwise disjoint). If ηi � 0, this follows from Clause (f). Otherwise,
observe that any set of order type ωηi can always be expressed as the
union of two disjoint subsets having prescribed order types αi and βi,
provided that αi and βi are both ¤ ωηi, and their maximum is ωηi. �

A somewhat similar characterization of those ordinals γ which can be
expressed as a mixed sum of α and β has been given in [Lä]. Actually,
[Lä] deals with mixed sums with possibly more than two summands.
Also the results presented here can be easily generalized to the case of
more than two summands. We leave this to the reader.
We now discuss in more details the relationship between the notions

of a shifted sum and of a mixed sum. It turns out that the only
difference is made by the “finite tail” of γ, that is, if γ � γ �m, with
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γ limit, then the ways γ can be realized as a shifted sum determine
the ways γ can be realized as a mixed sum.

Corollary 3.18. Let α, β, and γ be ordinals.

(1) Suppose that γ is a limit ordinal. Then γ is a mixed sum of α
and β if and only if γ is a shifted sum of α and β (and, if this is
the case, then either α or β is limit, but not necessarily both).

(2) More generally, suppose that γ � γ � m, with γ limit, and
ω ¡ m ¥ 0. Then γ is a mixed sum of α and β if and only if
there are integers n, p ¥ 0 such that n� p � m, α has the form
α � n, β has the form β � p, and γ is a shifted sum of α
and β (one of α and β must thus be limit, but not necessarily
both).

Proof. (1) If γ is limit, and σpγq � ηhηh�1 . . . η1η0, then all the ηi’s are¡ 0, thus Clause (f) in Proposition 3.17 is automatically satisfied.
(2) If γ � γ � m, then ηi � 0 exactly for i � 0, . . . , m � 1, thus

σpγq � ηhηh�1 . . . ηm. The conclusion now follows easily from (1) and
Propositions 3.16 and 3.17. �

Notice that the notions of a shifted sum and of a mixed sum are dis-
tinct. Indeed, it follows easily from Proposition 3.16 that the smallest
shifted sum of α and β is suptα, βu. However, the smallest mixed sum
of, say, ω � 1 and ω � 2 is ω � 3 ¡ suptω � 1, ω � 2u. In general, as
a corollary of Proposition 3.17, we obtain a result by Neumer [N]: for
α � α � n and β � β � p, where α and β are limit ordinals, the
smallest mixed sum of α and β is α�n�p, if α � β, and suptα, βu,
if α �� β.
4. Some indispensability arguments and spaces of small

cardinality

As we mentioned, a discrete space of cardinality λ is not rα, αs-
compact, for every ordinal α of cardinality ¤ λ. In a more general
way, we can exhibit plenty of spaces which behave as discrete spaces,
that is, for which ordinal (in-)compactness reduces to cardinal (in-
)compactness. This is the theme of the first propositions in the present
section. Then we proceed to prove a more sophisticated result, Theo-
rem 4.5, which implies that, if we restrict ourselves to spaces of cardi-
nality κ, then rα, αs-compactness is equivalent to rβ, βs-compactness,
for a large set of limit ordinals α and β of cardinality κ. In particu-
lar, for countable spaces, Corollary 4.7 shows that rα, αs-compactness
becomes trivial above ω � ω. The above mentioned results imply that
the relatively simple examples introduced in the previous section are
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really far from exhausting all possible kinds of counterexamples. In-
deed, further and more involved counterexamples shall be constructed
in the next section. In fact, in the next section we shall prove some
equivalences which show that Proposition 2.5 cannot be improved.
In order to carry on the proof of the next proposition, we need a

definition.

Definition 4.1. If pOδqδPα is a cover of X , let us say that some Oδ̄

is indispensable if and only if every subcover of pOδqδPα must contain
Oδ̄. Equivalently, Oδ̄ is indispensable if and only if there is x P Oδ̄ such
that x R �δPα,δ ��δ̄ Oδ.

For example, if X is a topological space with the discrete topology,
and pOδqδPα is a cover of X consisting of (all) singletons, then each
element of this cover is indispensable.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that α is a nonzero ordinal, λ is an in-
finite cardinal, and pX, τq has some cover pOδqδPα having at least λ

indispensable elements.

(1) If |α| � λ, then X is not rβ, βs-compact, for every ordinal β
with |β| � λ.

(2) If τ is closed under unions, then X is not rβ, βs-compact, for
every nonzero ordinal β with |β| ¤ λ.

Proof. (1) Let |β| � λ. Rearrange the sequence pOδqδPα as pO1
εqεPβ

in such a way that, in this latter sequence, the subsequence of the
indispensable elements has order type β. This is always possible, since
λ is an infinite cardinal, |β| � λ, and there are λ-many indispensable
elements in the original sequence. For example, if µ is the cardinality
of the set of non indispensable elements (it may happen that µ � 0),
choose a subset Z � λ with |Z| � µ and such that |λzZ| � λ, assign
to non indispensable elements only positions in Z, and assign all the
other positions in βzZ to all indispensable elements.
Every subcover of pO1

εqεPβ must contain all of its indispensable el-
ements, thus has order type β. This implies that X is not rβ, βs-
compact.
(2) Let |β| ¤ λ, say |β| � ν. Consider a new cover of X obtained by

choosing ν-many indispensable Oδ’s and joining all the remaining Oδ’s
into one of them (it is still in τ , since τ is closed under unions). If ν is
finite, then the result is trivial. Otherwise, it is obtained by applying
(1), with ν in place of λ, to this new cover. �

In Section 6 we shall use arguments similar to those used in the
proof of Proposition 4.2 in order to prove results about compactness
properties of T1 spaces.
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Theorem 4.5 below is a far more sophisticated result than Proposi-
tions 4.2. Recall that � and � denote, respectively, ordinal sum and
product. Moreover, also exponentiation, if not otherwise specified, will
denote ordinal exponentiation.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that κ is an infinite regular cardinal and α is an
ordinal of the form α1 � κε, for some ordinals α1 ¥ 0 and ε ¡ 1 such
that ε is either a successor ordinal, or cf ε � κ. Suppose further that|X| � κ, and that pX, τq is not rα, αs-compact.
Then pX, τq is not rα1, α1s-compact, for every limit ordinal α1 of the

form α1 � κ � α1
1
, for some α1

1
¡ 0 with |α1

1
| ¤ κ.

If, in addition, τ is closed under unions (in particular, if τ is a
topology on X), then pX, τq is not rα1, α1s-compact, for every ordinal
α1 with |α1| ¤ κ.

Proof. Suppose that pOδqδPα is a counterexample to rα, αs-compactness.
In particular, for every β   α, we have

�
δ β Oδ � X properly.

We shall show a little more.

Claim. For every β   α, there are x P Xz�δ β Oδ and γx   α such

that x R �δ¥γx
Oδ (hence, x P �β¤δ γx

Oδ, since pOδqδPα is a cover of

X).

Proof of the Claim. Suppose by contradiction that the statement in the
claim fails. Then, for some given β   α, we have that, for every x P
Xz�δ β Oδ, there are arbitrarily large indexes δ   α such that x P Oδ.

Fix some β as above, and enumerate the elements in Xz�δ β Oδ aspxγqγPκ1 , with κ1 ¤ κ (here we are using the assumption that |X| ¤ κ).
We shall define by transfinite induction a strictly increasing sequencepδγqγPκ1 such that xγ P Oδγ , for every γ P κ1. First, choose some δ0   α

such that x0 P Oδ0.
Suppose that γ   κ1, and that pδγ1qγ1 γ have already been defined.

Notice that, by the assumption on ε, the cofinality of α � α1� κε is κ.
Since γ   κ1 ¤ κ, and κ is regular, then supγ1 γ δγ1   α. Hence, by the
first paragraph in the proof, there is some δγ ¡ supγ1 γ δγ1 such that
xγ P Oδγ .
Notice that tδγ | γ P κ1u has order type κ1 ¤ κ. Hence, if we put

D � r0, βqY tδγ | γ P κ1u, then D has order type ¤ β � κ1. Notice that
β � κ1   α, since α is of the form α1 � κε with ε ¡ 1, hence each final
subset of α has order type κε ¡ κ.
However, by construction,

�
δPD Oδ � X , hence we have found a sub-

cover of pOδqδPα of order type   α, and this contradicts the assumption
that pOδqδPα witnesses the failure of rα, αs-compactness of X .
We have reached a contradiction, thus the claim is proved. �Claim
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Proof of Lemma 4.3 (continued) Now we are going to construct by
transfinite induction two sequences pxξqξPα2 and pγξqξPα2, for some or-
dinal α2 ¤ α, such that

(1) xξ belongs to X , for every ξ   α2,
(2) γξ1   γξ   α, for every ξ1   ξ   α2,
(3) γ0 � 0, pγξqξPα2 is continuous, and supξPα2 γξ � α,
(4) xξ P �tOδ | γξ ¤ δ   γξ�1u, for every ξ   α2,
(5) xξ R �tOδ | δ P r0, γξq Y rγξ�1αqu, for every ξ   α2.
Put γ0 � 0. By applying the claim to β � γ0 � 0, we get x0 P X

and γ1   α such that x0 P �δ γ1
Oδ and x0 R �δ¥γ1

Oδ.
Suppose that xξ and γξ�1 have been already defined, for some ξ.

Apply the claim to β � γξ�1, in order to obtain xξ�1 and γξ�2   α.
Now suppose that ξ is a limit ordinal, and that xξ1 and γξ1 have

already been defined, for all ξ1   ξ. If supξ1 ξ γξ1 � α, take α2 � ξ, and
terminate the induction. Otherwise, let γξ � supξ1 ξ γξ1. Then apply
the claim with β � γξ, in order to obtain xξ and γξ�1.
It is immediate to show that the sequences constructed in such a way

satisfy (1)-(5) above.
Notice that, since |X| � κ, and X is not rα, αs-compact, then neces-

sarily |α| ¤ κ. On the other hand, α ¥ κ, since α � α1� κε, for ε ¡ 1.
Hence |α| � κ. Moreover, by (2) and (3), and since cf α � κ, we also
get cf α2 � κ, thus |α2| � κ, since α2 ¤ α.
If we assume that τ is closed under unions, then the proof can be

concluded in a rather simple way. Indeed, by letting Uξ � �tOδ | γξ ¤
δ   γξ�1u, for ξ   α2, we have that xξ P Uη if and only if ξ � η. ThuspUξqξ α2 is a cover, by (3), and since pOδqδPα is a cover. Moreover,pUξqξ α2 consists of |α2| � κ indispensable elements, hence we are done
by Proposition 4.2(2).
It remains to prove the theorem without the assumption that τ is

closed under unions, and this involves some technical computations.
Hence, suppose that α1 � κ � α1

1
, for some α1

1
¡ 0 with |α1

1
| ¤ κ.

Partition α2 into α1
1
-many classes pZηqη α1

1
, in such a way that |Zη| �

κ, for every η   α1
1
. This is possible, since |α2| � κ, and |α1

1
| ¤ κ. For

η   α1
1
, put Iη � rκ � η, κ � pη � 1qq, and Wη � �ξPZη

rγξ, γξ�1q. Notice

that |Wη| � κ, for every η   α1
1
. For each η, let fη be a bijection from

Iη onto Wη. Notice that α1 � �η α1
1

Iη, and that each Iη has order

type κ. Rearrange the original cover pOδqδPα as pO1
ζqζPα1 according to

the following rule.
If ζ P α1, then ζ P Iη, for some unique η   α1

1
; then put O1

ζ � Ofηpζq.
We shall show that pO1

ζqζPα1 witnesses rα1, α1s-incompactness of X .
Indeed, since pZηqη α1

1
is a partition of α2, then, by Condition (3)
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above, and by the definition of the Wη’s, we get that
�� η α1

1

Wη � α.

Since each fη is a bijection, and α1 � �� η α1
1

Iη, we get that pO1
ζqζPα1 is

actually a rearrangement of pOδqδPα, thus it is still a cover of X .
Let Y � α1, and suppose that pO1

ζqζPY is a cover of X . We have to
show that Y has order type α1. It is enough to show that, for every
η   α1

1
, |Y X Iη| � κ, thus Y X Iη and Iη have the same order type

(� κ). Hence Y and α1 have the same order type, since α1 � �η α1
1

Iη.

So, fix η   α1
1
. For every ξ P Zη, by Condition (5) above, we have

that xξ R Oδ, for every δ P r0, γξq Y rγξ�1, αq. Since pO1
ζqζPY is a cover,

there is ζ P Y such that xξ P O1
ζ. Necessarily, O1

ζ � Oδ, for some
δ P rγξ, γξ�1q, thus δ P Wη, hence δ � fηpζq, and ζ P Y X Iη. By
construction, |Zη| � κ. Since, for ξ �� ξ1, the intervals rγξ, γξ�1q andrγξ1, γξ1�1q are disjoint, then, for each ξ P Zη, we get a distinct δ P α,
hence a distinct ζ P Y X Iη, thus |Y X Iη| � κ.
Since the above argument works for each η   α1

1
, we get that pO1

ζqζPα1
is indeed a counterexample to rα1, α1s-compactness. �

Example 4.4. If τ is not supposed to be closed under unions, the con-
clusion in the second statement in Lemma 4.3 might fail.
Indeed, let κ be an infinite regular cardinals, let X � κ � κ, and let τ

consist of the sets of the form rκ �γ, κ �γ� δs, for γ, δ   λ. Then pX, τq
is trivially not rκ � κ, κ � κs-compact, but it is rκ � 1, κ � 1s-compact,
since any cover of X always remains a cover if we take off any single
member of the cover.
Actually, if |α| � κ, then X is rα, αs-compact if and only if α has

not the form κ � α1, for some ordinal α1.
The example also shows that the assumption that τ is closed under

unions is necessary in Condition (5) in Theorem 4.5 below, as well as
in Condition (4) in Corollary 4.7.

As a consequence of Lemma 4.3, for spaces of cardinality κ, the
theory of rα, αs-compactness becomes trivial on a large class of limit
ordinals, as explicitly stated in the next Theorem. More strikingly, for
countable spaces, the theory of rα, αs-compactness is nontrivial only
for ordinals ¤ ω � ω (Corollary 4.7 below).

Theorem 4.5. If κ is an infinite regular cardinal and |X| � κ, then
the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) X is rκ � κ, κ � κs-compact.
(2) X is rα, αs-compact, for some limit ordinal α of the form α �

κ � α1, for some α1 ¡ 0 with |α1| ¤ κ.
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(3) X is rα, αs-compact, for every ordinal α of the form α1�κε, for
some ordinals α1 ¥ 0 and ε ¡ 1 such that ε is either a successor
ordinal, or cf ε � κ.

(4) X is rα, α � κ � ωq-compact, for every ordinal α of the form
α1 � κε, for some ordinals α1 ¥ 0 and ε ¡ 1 such that ε is
either a successor ordinal, or cf ε � κ.

If τ is closed under unions, then the preceding conditions are also equiv-
alent to:

(5) X is rα, αs-compact, for some nonzero ordinal α such that |α| ¤
κ.

Proof. (1) ñ (2) and (1) ñ (5) are trivial.
(2) ñ (3) and, for τ closed under unions, (5) ñ (3) follow from

Lemma 4.3.
(3) ñ (4) is from Corollary 2.6(3).
(4) ñ (1) is immediate from Proposition 2.3(1), with α1 � 0 and

ε � 2. �

Corollary 4.6. Suppose that κ is an infinite regular cardinal, |X| � κ,
and let A be the set of all ordinals α   κ� of the form κ � pα�nq, with
cf α � κ and 0 ¤ n   ω.
Then X is rα, αs-compact, for some α P A, if and only if X is rα, αs-

compact, for all α P A.

Proof. Suppose that X is rα1, α1s-compact, for some α1 P A. Since α1
is of the form given in Clause 4.5(2), then all the equivalent conditions
in Theorem 4.5 hold.
Now let α � κ � pα � nq P A be arbitrary. Since cf α � κ, then

α � κ � α�, where α� is either successor or has cofinality κ itself. In
both cases, α � κ � pα � nq is of the form α1 � κε � κ � n, with ε ¡ 1
either successor, or of cofinality κ. Thus, X is rα, αs-compact, in force
of Clause 4.5(4) and of Proposition 2.3(1). �

Corollary 4.7. If |X| � ω, then the following conditions are equiva-
lent.

(1) X is rω � ω, ω � ωs-compact.
(2) X is rα, αs-compact, for some countable limit ordinal α.
(3) X is rω � ω,8q-compact.

If τ is closed under unions, then the preceding conditions are also equiv-
alent to:

(4) X is rα, αs-compact, for some nonzero ordinal α   ω1.

Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2), and (4) is a particular case of The-
orem 4.5 (Conditions (1), (2) and (5) there).
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(3) ñ (1) is immediate from Proposition 2.3.
In order to finish the proof, suppose that (2) holds. Then, by Theo-

rem 4.5 (2) ñ (4), X is rδ, δs-compact, for every ordinal δ of the form
α1 � ωε �m, for ε ¡ 1, that is, for every countable ordinal δ ¥ ω � ω.
Since X , being countable, is trivially rδ, δs-compact for every uncount-
able δ, we get rω � ω,8q-compactness from Proposition 2.3(2). Hence
(3) holds. �

A result similar to Corollary 4.7 holds for T1 spaces (of arbitrary
cardinality): see Corollary 6.8.

Corollary 4.8. If |X| � ω, then the Lindelöf ordinal of X is either
ω1, or is ¤ ω � ω.
More generally, if κ is regular, and |X| � κ, then the Lindelöf ordinal

of X cannot have the form α1 � κε � γ, with 0   γ   κ � ω, and ε ¡ 1
such that ε is either a successor ordinal, or cf ε � κ.

Proof. The first statement is immediate from Corollary 4.7 (2) ñ (3).
As for the second statement, if the Lindelöf ordinal ofX is  κ�, then

X is rα, αs-compact, for some α as in Item (2) in Theorem 4.5. The
conclusion now follows from Proposition 2.3 and Item (4) in Theorem
4.5. �

5. An exact characterization of transfer properties

In this section we introduce some further examples, more involved
than those presented in Examples 3.2. This is necessary in order to
avoid the limitations given by Theorem 4.5 and Corollaries 4.6 and
4.7. The examples introduced in this section are optimal, in the sense
that they provide an exact characterization of those ordinals α and β

such that rα, αs-compactness implies rβ, βs-compactness.

Definitions 5.1. As usual, we denote by α2 the set of all the functions
from α to 2 � t0, 1u.
If f P α2, the support of f is tδ P α | fpδq � 1u.
For nonzero ordinals β ¤ α, we now define Sβpαq � tf P α2 |

the support of f has order type   βu.
Sβpαq is in a one-to one correspondence, via characteristic functions,

with the set of all subsets of α which have order type   β. The S in
our notation is a reminder for Subset. However, in the present note,
we shall mainly deal with elements of α2, rather than with subsets of
α, since it will be more convenient for our purposes.
We shall mainly deal with the case β � α, and we shall consider

various families of subsets of Sβpαq.
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We put Xpβ, αq � pSβpαq, τ0q, where the elements of τ0 are all the
subsets of Sβpαq having the form Zpεq � tf P Sβpαq | fpεq � 0u, ε
varying in α.
We also let XUpβ, αq � pSβpαq, τU q, where τ

U
is the smallest family

of subsets of Sβpαq which contains τ0 above, and is closed under unions.
In other words, a generic element of τ

U
has the form

�
εPH Zpεq � tf P

Sβpαq | fpεq � 0, for some ε P Hu, for some H � α.
For α ¤ 2 and β ¡ 1, neither τ0 nor τU are topologies, since they are

not closed under finite intersections. However, if we take the closure of
τ
U
under finite intersections, we do get a topology τ on Sβpαq. For εεε �tε0, ε1, . . . , εn�1u P Sn�1pαq, let Zpεεεq � Zpε0, ε1, . . . , εn�1q � Zpε0q X

Zpε1q X � � � X Zpεn�1q � tf P Sβpαq | fpε0q � fpε1q � � � � � fpεn�1q �
0u. Members of τ have then the form

�
εεεPH Zpεεεq, H varying among the

subsets of Sωpαq. We let Xτ pβ, αq � pSβpαq, τq.
The above topology τ is T0, but not even T1. A topology satisfying

stronger separation axioms can be introduced as follows.
XT pβ, αq � pSβpαq, τT q, where τ

T
is the (Tychonoff) topology in-

herited by the product topology on α2, where 2 is given the discrete
topology. Notice that XT pβ, αq inherits from α2 also the structure of a
topological group,
We shall write Xpβq in place of Xpβ, βq, and similarly for XUpβq,

Xτ pβq, and XT pβq. The subscript τ is a reminder for topology, the
subscript U is a reminder for (closed under) Unions, and the subscript
T is a reminder for Tychonoff.

Remark 5.2. Similar constructions, when restricted to cardinal num-
bers, have sometimes been considered in the literature. See, e. g., [AB,
Example 4.1], [Li1] and [Ste, Example 4.2].

Lemma 5.3. Suppose 0   β ¤ α, and assume the notations in Defi-
nition 5.1.
If H � α, then the sequence pZpεqqεPH is a cover of Xpβ, αq if and

only if H has order type ¥ β. In particular, Xpβ, αq is not rβ, βs-com-
pact, hence neither XUpβ, αq, nor Xτ pβ, αq, nor XT pβ, αq are rβ, βs-
compact.

Proof. If H has order type   β, define f : α Ñ 2 by fpδq � 1 if and
only if δ P H . Then f P Xpβ, αq, but f belongs to no Zpεq (ε P H).
On the contrary, suppose by contradiction that H has order type¥ β, but there is f P Xpβ, αq such that f belongs to no Zpεq (ε P H).

If f R Zpεq, then fpεq � 1, thus the support of f contains H , which
has order type ¥ β, and this contradicts f P Xpβ, αq.
In order to show that Xpβ, αq is not rβ, βs-compact, it is enough to

choose some H � α of order type β. Then, by above, pZpεqqεPH is a
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cover of Xpβ, αq, but if K � H has order type   β, then pZpεqqεPK
is not a cover of Xpβ, αq. The same argument works for XUpβ, αq,
Xτ pβ, αq, and XT pβ, αq. �

Theorem 5.4. Let α and β be nonzero ordinals, and assume the no-
tations in Definition 5.1. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) Xpβq is not rα, αs-compact.
(b) There exists an injective function f : β Ñ α such that, for every

K � α with order type   α, it happens that f�1pKq has order
type   β.

(c) For arbitrary pX, τq, rα, αs-compactness implies rβ, βs-compact-
ness.

Proof. (a) ñ (b). Suppose that (a) holds. Then Xpβq has a coverpOδqδPα such that, whenever H � α has order type   α, then pOδqδPH
is not a cover of Xpβq. By Lemma 2.9, we can suppose that Oδ �� Oδ1,
for δ �� δ1 P α. Because of the definition of τ0, for each δ P α, there is
ε P β such that Oδ � Zpεq. Let W � tε P β | Zpεq � Oδ, for some δ P
αu � β. Since pOδqδPα is a cover of Xpβq, then also pZpεqqεPW is a cover
of Xpβq. By Lemma 5.3, W has order type β.
Let g : W Ñ α be defined by gpεq � δ if and only if Zpεq � Oδ. Such

a δ exists because of the definition of W , and is unique because of the
property pOδqδPα is assumed to satisfy.
If K � α has order type   α, then, by rα, αs-incompactness, pOδqδPK

is not a cover of Xpβq. Hence, pZpεqqεPg�1pKq is not a cover of Xpβq.
By Lemma 5.3, g�1pKq has order type   β.
Thus, the counterimage by g of a subset of α of order type   α

has order type   β. Since W has order type β, then, by composing g

with an isomorphism between W and β, we get a function f satisfying
the required property. Notice that g (hence also f) is injective, since
Zpεq �� Zpε1q, for ε �� ε1.
(b) ñ (c) is a particular case of Proposition 2.5.
(c) ñ (a). If (c) holds, then Xpβq is not rα, αs-compact, since, by

Lemma 5.3, it is not rβ, βs-compact. �

Remark 5.5. Thus, for example, for every pair ν ¤ κ of infinite regu-
lar cardinals, rκ � κ, κ � κs-compactness does not imply rκ � ν, κ � νs-
compactness, since there is no function f : κ � ν Ñ κ � κ satisfying
Condition (b) in Theorem 5.4.
Similarly, rκ2 � κ, κ2 � κs-compactness does not imply rκ � ν, κ � νs-

compactness.
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Thus, Corollary 2.6(2)(3) cannot be improved. Notice that, because
of Theorem 4.5(2)ñ (1), if X is rκ�κ, κ�κs-compact and not rκ2, κ2s-
compact, then |X| ¡ κ.

Corollary 5.6. Suppose that α and β are nonzero ordinals, and |α| ��|β|. Then the following statements hold.

(1) Xpβq is rα, αs-compact.
(2) There is some pX, τq which is rβ, βs-compact and not rα, αs-

compact.

Proof. If f : β Ñ α is an injective function, then |α| ¡ |β|, since|α| �� |β|. Hence K � fpβq � α has order type   α, but f�1pKq � β

has order type β. Hence Condition (b) in Theorem 5.4 fails, hence also
the equivalent Conditions (a) and (c) fail. �

Of course, Corollary 5.6 does not hold in the case when τ is requested
to be closed under unions. See, e. g., Corollary 2.6(6)-(8). The next
Theorem is the analogue of Theorem 5.4 in the case when τ is asked
to be closed under unions.

Theorem 5.7. Let α, β be nonzero ordinals, and assume the notations
in Definition 5.1. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) XUpβq is not rα, αs-compact.
(b) There exists a function f : β Ñ α such that, for every K � α

with order type   α, it happens that f�1pKq has order type   β.
(c) For every X and τ , if τ is closed under unions, then rα, αs-

compactness of pX, τq implies rβ, βs-compactness of pX, τq.
Proof. (a) ñ (b). Suppose that (a) holds, and that pOδqδPα is a coun-
terexample to the rα, αs-compactness of Xpβq. By the definition of τ

U
,

each Oδ has the form
�

εPWδ
Zpεq, for some Wδ � β.

For δ P α, let W �
δ �Wδz�γ δ Wγ , and let O�

δ � �εPW�
δ
Zpεq. Notice

that pO�
δ qδPα is still a cover of Xpβq, hence it is still a counterexample

to the rα, αs-compactness of Xpβq, since O�
δ � Oδ, for every δ P α.

Since pO�
δ qδPα covers Xpβq, we have

�tZpεq | ε P W �
δ , for some δ P

αu � �tZpεq | ε P �δPα W �
δ u � Xpβq, hence, by Lemma 5.3, the order

type of W � �δPα W �
δ � �δPα Wδ equals β.

Let g : W Ñ α be defined by gpεq � the unique δ P α such that
ε P W �

δ . If K � α has order type   α, then, by rα, αs-incompactness,pO�
δ qδPK is not a cover of Xpβq. Hence pZpεqqεPg�1pKq is not a cover of

Xpβq. By Lemma 5.3, g�1pKq has order type   β.
We have proved that the counterimage by g of a subset of α of order

type   α has order type   β, thus, arguing as in corresponding part
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of the proof of Theorem 5.4, and since W has order type β, we get a
function f as desired.
(b) ñ (c) follows from the last statement in Proposition 2.5.
(c) ñ (a). If (c) holds, then XUpβq is not rα, αs-compact, since,

by Lemma 5.3, it is not rβ, βs-compact, and since τ
U
is closed under

unions. �

6. rα, βs-compactness of T1 spaces

The counterexamples presented in Examples 3.2(2) and 3.10 satisfy
very few separation axioms. In fact, we can show that more results
about rβ, αs-compactness can be proved just on the assumption that
we are dealing with T1 topological spaces. Indeed, since in this note
we have kept the greatest possible generality, we mention that we do
not actually need a T1 topological space, in order to prove the results
in the present section. The following weaker notion is enough.

Definition 6.1. If X is a nonempty set, and τ is a nonempty family
of subsets of X , we say that pX, τq is T1 if and only if, for every O P τ ,
and every x P O, Oztxu P τ .
Clearly, the above condition is equivalent to asking that, for every

O P τ , and every finite F � X , OzF P τ . Trivially, if τ is a topology
on X , then pX, τq is T1 in the above sense if and only if it is T1 in the
ordinary topological theoretical sense.

It is convenient to introduce some notation, in order to state the
next Proposition more concisely.

Definition 6.2. If β is an infinite ordinal, we let βℓ be the largest limit
ordinal ¤ β. Thus, βℓ � β � n, for an appropriate n P ω.

Proposition 6.3. Suppose that X is T1, and let α be an infinite ordi-
nal.

(1) X is rα, αs-compact if and only if X is rα � 1, α� 1s-compact.
(2) For every n P ω and infinite β ¤ α, X is rβ, αs-compact if and

only if it is rβℓ, α � ns-compact.
(3) For every infinite β ¤ α, X is rβ, αs-compact if and only if it

is rβℓ, α� ωq-compact.
(4) If β ¤ α and β is infinite, then X is rβ, αs-compact if and only

if it is rγ, γs-compact, for every limit ordinal γ with βℓ ¤ γ ¤ α.

Proof. (1) One implication follows from Corollary 2.6(1) and Proposi-
tion 2.3(1).
On the other hand, suppose that X is rα� 1, α� 1s-compact and letpOδqδPα be a cover of X . Without loss of generality, e. g., by Lemma
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2.9, we can suppose that O0 �� H. Let x P O0, and, for δ P α with
δ ¡ 0, let O1

δ � Oδztxu. Since pX, τq is assumed to be T1, each O1
δ still

belongs to τ . Moreover, pO1
δqδPα is still a cover of X . Notice that every

subcover of pO1
δqδPα must contain O0, which is the only element of the

cover containing x.
Rearrange pO1

δqδPα as pUδqδPα�1 by letting Uδ � O1
fpδq, where f :

α� 1Ñ α is the bijection defined by

fpδq � $'&'%δ � 1 if δ   ω,

δ if ω ¤ δ   α,

0 if δ � α.

By applying rα�1, α�1s-compactness to pUδqδPα�1, we getH � α�1
such that H has order type   α � 1, and pUδqδPH is a cover. Since
Uα � O1

0
, and O1

0
is the only element of the cover containing x, we have

that Uα belongs to the subcover, that is, α P H . Since H has order
type   α � 1, then necessarily H X α has order type   α. Since f|α
is order-preserving, then also f�1pH X αq has order type   α. Hence
K � f�1pHq, too, has order type   α, since α is infinite, and we are
adding to f�1pH X αq just one element “at the beginning”.
Then pO1

δqδPK is a cover of X indexed by a set of order type   α,
and also pOδqδPK is a cover, since O1

δ � Oδ, for every δ P α. Hence,pOδqδPK is a subcover of order type   α of our original cover pOδqδPα,
and we have proved rα, αs-compactness.
(2) - (4) are immediate from (1) and Proposition 2.3. �

Of course, Item 1 in Proposition 6.3 is false without the assumption
that α is infinite. Indeed, the discrete space with exactly n elements isrn� 1, n� 1s-compact, but not rn, ns-compact.
The next Lemma captures a very useful consequence of being T1.

Lemma 6.4. Suppose that α is an ordinal, cf α � ω, and pαnqnPω is a
strictly increasing sequence such that supnPω αn � α.
If X is T1 and not rα, αs-compact, then there is a counterexamplepOδqδPα to the rα, αs-compactness of X with the property that, for every

n P ω, Oαn is indispensable (Definition 4.1).

Proof. Let α and the αn’s be given. Suppose that pOδqδPα is a coun-
terexample to rα, αs-compactness. By Lemma 2.9, we can also suppose
that, for every δ   α, Oδ is not contained in

�
ε δ Oε. In particular, for

every n P ω, we can choose xn P Oαn such that xn R �ε αn
Oε. Define
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δqδPα as follows.

O1
δ � #Oδ if δ ¤ α0,

Oδztx0, . . . , xnu if αn   δ ¤ αn�1.

Since X is T1, each O1
δ still belongs to τ . Moreover, pO1

δqδPα is still a
cover of X . Indeed, for every n P ω, xn P O1

αn
. If x is not one of the

xn’s, then x P Oδ, for some δ P α, and also x P O1
δ. Since O1

δ � Oδ, for
every δ P α, we have that pO1

δqδPα, too, is a counterexample to rα, αs-
compactness, and it is easy to see that pO1

αn
qnPω is a set of indispensable

elements. Thus, pO1
δqδPα is a cover as wanted. �

Many results on T1 spaces will be obtained be rearranging the indis-
pensable elements given by Lemma 6.4.
The following notation shall be useful in the proof of the forthcoming

Theorem 6.6.

Definition 6.5. If β is any ordinal, let β� be the smallest ordinal ¤ β

such that |rβ�, βs| ¤ ω. Thus, β� is the largest ordinal ¤ β which is
either 0, or has uncountable cofinality, or has cofinality ω but can be
written as a limit of ordinals of uncountable cofinality.

Theorem 6.6. Suppose that X is T1, and β is an ordinal of cofinality
ω. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) X is rβ, βs-compact.
(2) X is rβ � α, β � αs-compact, for every ordinal α with |α| ¤ ω.
(3) X is rβ � α, β � αs-compact, for some ordinal α with |α| ¤ ω.
(4) X is rβ, β � ω1q-compact.

Proof. (2) � (4) follows from Proposition 2.3(4), hence it is enough to
prove the equivalence of (1) - (3).
We shall first prove the theorem in some particular cases.

Claim 1. Conditions (1) - (3) are equivalent in case β � β� � ω.

Proof of Claim 1. In case β� � 0, (1) ñ (2) follows from Proposition
2.3(1) and Corollary 2.6(4) with β � γ � ω .
In case β� ¡ 0, (1)ñ (2) follows from Proposition 2.3(4) and Corol-

lary 2.6(5), by taking there α � β�, λ � ω and β � β� � ω.
(2) ñ (3) is trivial.
We shall prove (3) ñ (1) by proving the contrapositive form.
So suppose that X is not rβ, βs-compact, and α   ω1. We want

to show that X is not rβ � α, β � αs-compact. For n   ω, let αn �
β� � n. Since β � β� � ω, then, by Lemma 6.4, there is some coverpOδqδPβ witnessing rβ, βs-incompactness, and such that each Oαn is
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indispensable. If β� � 0, then rβ � α, β � αs-incompactness follows
from Proposition 4.2(1), hence in what follows let us suppose β� ¡ 0.
For every H � β � β� � ω, if pOδqδPH is a cover of X , then the

order type of H is β � β� � ω, hence the order type of H X β� is β�,
since β� is a limit ordinal. Moreover, H X rβ�, βq � rβ�, βq, since Oδ is
indispensable, for every δ P rβ�, βq.
Let f : β� � ω � α Ñ β� � ω be a bijection which is the identity

on β�, and let pUεqεPβ��ω�α be defined by Uε � Ofpεq. We claim thatpUεqεPβ��ω�α witnesses that X is not rβ��ω�α, β��ω�αs-compact,
and this is what we want, since β� � ω � α � β � α. Indeed, if
K � β� � ω � α, and pUεqεPK is a cover of X , then pOδqδPH , with
H � fpKq, is a cover of X . Since f is the identity on β�, then,
by the above mentioned properties of H , we get that the order type
of K X β� equals the order type of H X β�, that is, β�; moreover,
KXrβ�, β��ω�αq � rβ�, β��ω�αq, thus K has order type β��ω�α,
hence rβ� � ω � α, β� � ω � αs-incompactness is proved. �Claim 1

Claim 2. Conditions (1) - (3) are equivalent in the case when β� has
cofinality ω, and β � β�.
Proof of Claim 2. In view of Claim 1, and of Proposition 6.3(1), it is
enough to show that if cf β� � ω, then rβ�, β�s-compactness is equiv-
alent to rβ� � ω, β� � ωs-compactness. The former implies the latter
because of Corollary 2.6(3) (taking β � α � β� there), by Proposition
2.3(4), and since we have assumed that cf β� � ω. We shall prove the
reverse implication by contraposition. Suppose that X is not rβ�, β�s-
compact. We want to show that X is not rβ� � ω, β� � ωs-compact,
Choose some strictly increasing sequence pαnqnPω cofinal in β�. This
is possible, since cf β� � ω. By Lemma 6.4, there is a counterexamplepOδqδPβ� to rβ�β�s-compactness such that each Oαn is indispensable.
Thus, if H � β� and pOδqδPβ� is a cover of X , then H has order type
β�, and moreover αn P H , for every n P ω.
Let A � pβ� � ωqztαn | n P ωu. A has order type β� � ω, since

β� is expressible as a limit of ordinals of uncountable cofinality, hence
taking off a sequence of order type ω does not alter the order type of
β�. Let pO1

δqδPA be defined by O1
δ � Oδ, if δ P β�ztαn | n P ωu, and

by O1
β��n � Oαn, for n P ω. Since these latter elements of the cover

are indispensable, it is easy to see that pO1
δqδPA is a counterexample torβ� � ω, β� � ωs-compactness. �Claim 2

Proof of Theorem 6.6 (continued). Summing up, we have proved the
theorem in the case when either

(1) β � β� � ω, or
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(2) β � β� and cf β� � ω.

Now let β be arbitrary. By definition, β ¥ β�, and, since we have
assumed cf β � ω, we have further that, if cf β� ¡ ω, then β ¥ β��ω.
Notice also that, by definition, there is γ with |γ| ¤ ω such that β �
β� � γ and, if cf β� ¡ ω, then, by above, there is γ1 with |γ1| ¤ ω such
that β � β� � ω � γ1.
Now observe that, if the statement of the theorem holds for some

given ordinal β 1 in place of β, and β2 is another ordinal such that
β2 � β 1 � γ, for some γ with |γ| ¤ ω, then the statement of the
theorem holds for β2 in place of β, too.
The above observations show that the two already proved particu-

lar cases (1) and (2) imply the statement of the theorem in its full
generality. �

Remark 6.7. (a) The assumption that β has cofinality ω in Theorem
6.6 is necessary. By Example 3.2(3), if κ is regular and uncountable,
then pκ, ordq is rκ � ω, κ� ωs-compact, but not rκ, κs-compact, hence
the implication (3) ñ (1) in the statement of Theorem 6.6 fails, for
β � κ and α � ω.
(b) On the other hand, for β ¥ ω, and T1 spaces, the implication (1)ñ (2) in Theorem 6.6 always holds, even without the assumption that

β has cofinality ω. Indeed, by Proposition 6.3(4), rβ, βs-compactness
implies rβℓ, βℓs-compactness, thus, without loss of generality, we can
suppose that β is limit. Then, for every α   ω1, we get rβ �α, β � αs-
compactness: this follows from Theorem 6.6 itself, in case cf β � ω,
and from Corollary 2.6(3) and Proposition 2.3(1), if cf β ¡ ω.
(c) On the contrary, the implication (1) ñ (2) in the statement of

Theorem 6.6 fails, in general, for non T1 spaces. See, for example, the
first example in Remark 5.5, with κ � ω.
(d) Also the implication (3) ñ (1) in the statement of Theorem 6.6

fails, in general, for non T1 spaces. Just consider Example 3.2(2), and
take β � κ � ω and arbitrary α ¡ 1.

Corollary 6.8. Suppose that X is T1. Then X is rω, ωs-compact if and
only if X is rα, αs-compact, for some (equivalently, every) countably
infinite ordinal α, if and only if X is rω, ω1q-compact.

Proof. The corollary follows by taking β � ω in Theorem 6.6. �

Theorem 6.6 can be used to strengthen Proposition 6.3.
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Definition 6.9. Recall from Definition 6.5 the definition of β�. For
an ordinal β, define β�� as follows:

β�� � #β� if either cf β� � ω, or β � β� � n, for some n   ω,

β� � ω otherwise.

Notice that β�� ¤ β, for every ordinal β.

Corollary 6.10. Suppose that X is T1, and β ¤ α are infinite ordinals.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) X is rβ, αs-compact.
(2) X is rβ��, α � ω1q-compact.
(3) X is both rβ��, β��s-compact, and rγ, γs-compact, for every γ

such that β ¤ γ ¤ α and γ � γ�.
Proof. (1) ñ (3) From Proposition 2.3(1) we get rβ, βs-compactness.
If cf β�� � ω, then rβ��, β��s-compactness follows from Theorem 6.6(3)ñ (1), with β�� in place of β, and since, by the definitions of β� and of
β��, we have that β � β���α1, for some α1 with |α1| ¤ ω. If cf β�� �� ω,
then β � β�� � n, for some n   ω, and rβ��, β��s-compactness follows
from Proposition 6.3(1), since β is assumed to be infinite. Finally,rγ, γs-compactness, for every γ such that β ¤ γ ¤ α, is trivial, by
Proposition 2.3(1).
In order to prove (3)ñ (2), in view of Proposition 2.3(4), it is enough

to prove rε, εs-compactness, for every ε such that β�� ¤ ε   α � ω1.
Let us fix some ε as above, and let γ � ε�. Notice that γ � γ�, and
that γ ¤ α, since |rα, εs| ¤ ω. If γ ¥ β, then, by assumption, we haverγ, γs-compactness, which implies rε, εs-compactness, by Theorem 6.6
and Corollary 2.6(3), as remarked in Remark 6.7(b). On the other
hand, if γ   β, then ε� � β�, since β� ¤ β�� ¤ ε, and ε� � γ  
β. Then rβ��, β��s-compactness implies rε, εs-compactness, again by
Remark 6.7(b).
(2) ñ (1) follows from Proposition 2.3(1), since β�� ¤ β. �

In particular, the compactness properties of T1 spaces are completely
determined by checking rβ, βs-compactness for

(1) β finite,
(2) β � ω,
(3) β of uncountable cofinality
(4) β � γ � ω, for γ of uncountable cofinality, and
(5) β of cofinality ω, but expressible as a limit of ordinals of un-

countable cofinality.
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The above statement, and the next corollary as well, follow from
Corollary 6.10 (1) ñ (3) and the fact that, for infinite β, both β� and
β�� have necessarily one among the forms (2)-(4).

Corollary 6.11. If X is T1, and β is the Lindelöf ordinal of X, then
β has one of the above forms (1)-(5). In particular, if β   ω1, then
β ¤ ω.

Remark 6.12. It follows from Example 3.2(3) that the behavior of
countable ordinals in Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 6.8 constitutes an
exceptional case. The situation is radically different for larger cardi-
nals and ordinals, even for normal topological spaces. Indeed, if κ is a
regular and uncountable cardinal, then pκ, ordq is rκ � κ, κ � κs-com-
pact but not rκ, κs-compact. Thus, 6.6 and 6.8 do not hold when ω is
replaced by an uncountable cardinal.
As another example, the disjoint union of two copies of pκ, ordq isrκ � κ � κ, κ � κ � κs-compact, but not rκ � κ, κ � κs-compact (see

Example 3.11).

However, Theorem 6.6 does admit a generalization to larger cardi-
nals, but only under a somewhat stronger assumption.

Definition 6.13. If λ is an infinite cardinal, we say that pX, τq is λ-T1

if and only if, for every O P τ , and every Z � X with |Z|   λ, OzZ P τ .
Thus, T1 is the same as ω-T1.
If pX, τq is a T1 topological space, and the intersection of   λ open

sets of X is still an open set of X , then pX, τq is λ-T1 in the above
sense.

Proposition 6.14. Suppose that X is λ-T1, and β is a limit ordinal
of cofinality ¤ λ. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) X is rβ, βs-compact.
(2) X is rβ � α, β � αs-compact, for every ordinal α with |α| ¤ λ.
(3) X is rβ � α, β � αs-compact, for some ordinal α with |α| ¤ λ.
(4) X is rβ, β � λ�q-compact.

The next lemma is proved as Lemma 6.4.

Lemma 6.15. Suppose that λ is an infinite cardinal, α and γ are
limit ordinals, γ ¤ λ, cf γ � cf α, and pαζqζPγ is a strictly increasing
sequence such that supζPγ αζ � α.
If X is λ-T1 and not rα, αs-compact, then there is a counterexamplepOδqδPα to the rα, αs-compactness of X with the property that, for every

ζ P γ, Oζ is indispensable.
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Proof of Proposition 6.14. If β is any ordinal, let β�λ be the smallest
ordinal ¤ β such that |rβ�λ, βs| ¤ λ. Thus, β�λ is the largest ordinal¤ β which is either 0, or has cofinality ¡ λ, or can be written as a limit
of ordinals of cofinality ¡ λ.
The proof now follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 6.6: prove

first the result in the case when β � β�λ � λ, and then when β � β�λ
and ω ¤ cfβ�λ ¤ λ. �

7. Related notions and problems

The spaces introduced in Examples 3.2(3) and 3.11 are normal topo-
logical spaces (with a base of clopen sets), and they thus provide cer-
tain limits to provable results for rβ, αs-compactness of normal spaces.
However, the theory developed so far appears to be not sharp enough
to deal with such spaces.
As a very rough hypothesis, we conjecture that there is not very

much difference in the theory of rβ, αs-compactness for, say, T1 spaces
and Tychonoff spaces. We also conjecture that we can get some more
theorems under the additional assumption of normality. All the above
rough hypotheses need to be verified; the present note appears to be
already long enough, thus we postpone the discussion of such matters
to a subsequent work.

Problem 7.1. Give characterizations, similar to the ones given in The-
orems 5.4 and 5.7, for those pairs of ordinals α and β such that rα, αs-
compactness implies rβ, βs-compactness, for general topological spaces
and, respectively, for topological spaces satisfying some given separa-
tion axiom. Of course, the spaces introduced in Examples 3.2, 3.10,
3.11, 3.12, as well as the spaces Xτ pβ, αq and XT pβ, αq of Definitions
5.1 will be relevant to the solution of this problem.

Remark 7.2. Indeed, for normal spaces, some problems might be open
even restricted to cardinal compactness. For example, it is easy to see
that X is a linearly Lindelöf not Lindelöf space (see [AB]) if and only
if X is rκ, κs-compact, for every regular uncountable cardinal κ, but
there is some uncountable cardinal λ (necessarily of cofinality ω) such
that X is not rλ, λs-compact.

Problem 7.3. Study the behavior of rβ, αs-compactness of topological
spaces with respect to products.
This problem might have some interest, since nontrivial results about

cardinal compactness of products of topological spaces are already
known. See, e. g., [Sto, GS, SS, Cai1, Cai2]. See [Li1, Li2] for fur-
ther results and references.
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Problem 7.4. Study the mutual relationships among rβ, αs-compact-
ness and other compactness properties, either defined in terms of cov-
ering properties or not.

Definition 7.5. We can also generalize the present notion of ordinal
compactness to the relativized notion introduced in [Li3].
If X is a topological space, and F is a family of subsets of X , let us

say that X is F -rβ, αs-compact if and only if the following condition
holds.
For every sequence pCδqδPα of closed sets of X , if, for every H � α

with order type   β, there exists F P F such that
�

δPH Cα � F , then�
δPα Cα �� H.
With this notation, rβ, αs-compactness turns out to be the particular

case of F -rβ, αs-compactness when F is the set of all singletons of X .
The particular case when F is the set of all nonempty open sets of X

might have particular interest. The corresponding notion when both α

and β are cardinals has been studied in [Li4].
Still another generalization is suggested by [Li3]. If F is a family of

subsets of X , let us say that X is rβ, αs-compact relative to F if and
only if the following condition holds.
For every sequence pFδqδPα of elements of F , if, for every H � α of

order type   β,
�

δPH Fδ �� H, then
�

δPα Fα �� H. For a topological
space X , rβ, αs-compactness is the same as rβ, αs-compactness relative
to the family of all closed subsets of X .

Problem 7.6. A similar definition of ordinal compactness can be given
for abstract logics. See [E] for definitions and background about logics.
Let us say that a logic L is pα, βq-compact if and only if, for every

α-indexed set pσδqδPα of L-sentences, if, for every H � α with order
type   β, tσδ | δ P Hu has a model, then tσδ | δ P αu has a model.
Notice the reversed order of α and β, to be consistent with the stan-

dard notation used in the literature about compactness of logics.
We do not know whether ordinal compactness for logics is really a

new notion, that is, whether or not it can be expressed in terms of
cardinal compactness only. See, e. g., [Ma] for notions of cardinal
compactness for logics.

The idea of defining rβ, αs-compactness came to us after reading the
definition of an pα, κq-regular ultrafilter in [BK, p. 237].

Definition 7.7. We can define an even more general notion of com-
pactness. If Z is any set, and W is a subset of the power set of Z,
say that a topological space is rW,Zs-compact if and only if, whenever
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is still a cover of X .
The usual notion of rµ, λs-compactness is the particular case when

Z has cardinality λ, and W is the set of all subsets of Z of cardinality  µ.
More generally, our notion of rβ, αs-compactness is the particular

case when Z � α, and W is the set of all subsets of α of order type  β.
We do not know whether there are other significant particular cases.
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